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SUMMARY
The aim of the work described in this thesis was to examine 
the starting characteristics of Trapatt ( Trapped Plasma Avalanche Triggered 
Transit ) oscillators capable of producing high ( peak ) power at high 
efficiencies, normally in L and S bands. General approach was aimed to be 
mainly experimental using deep diffused silicon devices suitable for opera­
tion in S band.
To perform the experiments an oscillator circuit, in T m  
coaxial line was constructed, suitable for using a device in S-4 package.
The overall arrangement of the experimental setup was similar to one described 
by various other researchers for observing the dynamic current and voltage 
waveforms.
The C-V profiling experiment produced a characteristic which 
suggested that the depletion layer capacitance of the device does not really 
saturate for increasing voltage even upto its breakdown voltage. A detailed 
analysis of the C-V plot and related features was carried out and it was 
concluded that the actual doping distribution appears to be favouring a 
graded junction.
Experimentally it was established that the device has negative 
resistance at VHP and also at d.c. It has also been shown that the device 
has small signal negative resistance at the operating frequency of the 
oscillator.
Detailed investigations into the starting characteristics 
indicated that the oscillations start from the beginning at the final 
fundamental frequency of the oscillator. For the device and the,circuit 
reported in this thesis no evidence could be found to suggest that Impatt
type oscillations trigger the Trapatt oscillations. As a result of our 
experiments it has been possible to establish that the rate of growth and 
the time taken for the oscillations to start depend upon the d.c. drive. 
There are strong indications that in future Trapatt devices could success­
fully be employed in various systems as a microwave generator.
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1CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
Im m ediate ly  a f t e r  the second w orld  war the l im it a t io n s  o f  the
conventional valve type devices and their capabilities were realised. The
search for suitable solid state materials to replace them resulted in the
famous discoveries of Gunn and Avalanche devices around 1950, both being
two terminal devices. Benson (Fig l.l) has reported about various
microwave semiconductor devices in the form of a tree, which gives a clear
view about them and the materials used to produce them, however this diagram
(2 )does not give their historical development. Perhaps Shockley , m  early
1950 realised the potential applications of junction devices when operated
beyond their breakdown voltages under reverse biased conditions. However,
(3)this work did not gain much attention till about 1958 s when W.T. Read 
published his famous paper on high frequency negative resistance diode.
This paper still forms the basis and the starting point of further advanced 
work on avalanche devices. Most avalanche devices are known as IMPATT 
(impact-Avalanche Transit Time). As a result.of numerous experiments in the 
last 20 years oscillators upto 100 GHz. capable of producing upto 10 watts of
c.w. power are commercially available. None of the conventionally available 
microwave devices were able to produce high peak power at relatively low 
frequency (sub-transit time) and high■efficiency. It was the need of such 
a device which resulted in the discovery by Prager, Chg,fig and Weisbrod in 
1967 now known as TRAPATT (Trapped-Plasma Avalanche Triggered Transit).
2FIG 1.1 : DEVELOPMENT OF MICROWAVE SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
3For about one year following the publication by Brager et aL, the 
mechanism of oscllations was not at all understood and hence this type of 
behaviour was called MThe Anomalous Mode". It was called so because of 
the following important characteristics not normally observed in transit 
time devices
(a) Very high d.c. to r.f. conversion efficiencies.
(b) Oscillations at frequencies well below the transit 
time frequency of the device.
(c) A sudden decrease in the voltage across the device 
and a consequent increase in the bias current at the onset of the 
oscillations.
(d) High threshold power for oscillations.
An insight into its operation was obtained in 1968 by
(5)Johnston, Scharfetter and Bartelmk through a computer simulation of 
these devices. As a direct consequence of the results produced by this 
programme, this device was given the present name.
Simplified semi-analytical treatment of the device physics
and its application was given by Clorfeine et al. ^  and De Loach and 
(7 )Scharfetter in 1969 and in 1970* In both the approaches the most
important condition required to he satisfied was that the current density
through the device must be greater than eNV (where e is the electronics
charge, N the background doping density in the depletion layer and V the
s
saturated drift velocity of the carriers), so as to create a fast moving 
avalanche shock front. Apart from many simplifying assumptions made by 
both the authors, they have treated the device as an abrupt junction type.
1.1  SALIENT FEATURES OF THE TRAPATT OSCILLATOR
No doubt the  devices used in  e a r l i e r  experiments could have been approximated
4this way hut the same situation does not exist today since most practical
devices are supposed to be graded.
Among the useful practical oscillator circuits, the one 
( 8 )suggested by Evans appears to be the most adaptable and flexible.
The general configuration of the coaxial oscillator circuit is shown in 
Fig 1.2, which will be discussed in detail in other chapters. As a result 
of various experiments conducted by Evans some salient circuit details 
useful in designing and understanding the device - circuit interaction, 
yere known. Evans pointed out that the 50 ohm line is not capable of 
supplying large current required to initiate the high efficiency
oscillations and suggested the need of an extra capacitor in the immediate
• . ■ • (9)vicinity of the diode. Trew et al. has given a very good explanation
of this effect and has designated it as 11 charging capacitor On the
basis of detailed experimental results, they concluded that for the best
performance of the oscillator circuit there exists an optimum value of
this capacitor and for either too large or too small a value of C the
performance is greatly degraded. The optimum value of this capacitance
is a function of the device area and as a rule larger area devices require
la r g e r  va lue  o f  C. The e f fe c t  o f  the C va lu e s  are shown in  F ig  1 .3 , as
reported by Trew et a l . ^ .  The design triangle reported by Clorfeine
in  August 1971 forms a good s t a r t in g  p o in t  and does e s t a b l i s h  c e r ta in
boundaries and limits for successful operation. Similar work, on the basis
( 1 1 )of the bias .current and bias voltage, has been reported by Mackintosh ,
who has developed a " Mode Chart " formed by a combination of straight
lines. The main difference between the two guide lines is that Clorfeine 
has taken into account the interaction between the device and the circuit 
whereas the mode chart reported by Mackintosh is mostly circuit oriented.
The most ou ts tan d in g  fe a tu re  of the  T rap a tt o s c i l la t io n s  is
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Fig 1.3: TRAPATT OSCILLATOR WAVEFORMS ILLUSTRATING THE EFFECTS OF 
LARGE AND TOO SMALL CHARGING CAPACITANCE VALUES.
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6. . (12 13 l4)the conversion efficiency 9 * with which these devices can be operated.
The device is ahle to do so because for the most part of the r.f. cycle
the current flowing in the device is almost zero. Various ideas have been
put forward to explain the general nature of the dynamic current and voltage
waveforms,however the exact details of these waveforms can only be under-
(6 )stood by dividing the entire period into a number of segments . However
an essential feature of the oscillations is the overdrive voltage required
to create excessive avalanching and thereby allowing heavy conduction
current through the device. In Fig 1.4 we have reported the dynamic
(is)waveforms measured by Kerzer and Weissglass . It can be seen that 
initially the voltage and the current.increase, the voltage reaches to its 
peak value at about 5 amps, the current still keeps on increasing whereas 
the voltage begins to fall rapidly. After this period the voltage begins 
to recover and the current begins to fall. For more than half the total 
period of the r.f. cycle the current is almost zero and the .voltage less 
than the breakdown voltage.
1 ,2  REVIEW OF THE STARTING MECHANISMS
In the past various aspects of Trapatt oscillations have 
been studied by various research workers and most of the details regarding 
designing and producing a good Trapatt oscillator are well understood. 
However, one aspect of this type of oscillations is still far from clear
/ O \
i.e. ” The Starting Mechanism M. Probably Evans in 19&9 was the first 
to suggest that Impatt generated signals are essential to start the Trapatt 
oscillations. His argument was based on the fact that such devices did not 
exhibit small signal negative resistance in the required frequency range. 
However, for similar devices Bower and Snapp have reported that
the devices capable of operating in Trapatt mode do possess negative 
resistance at d.c. and upto the transit time frequency of the device.
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Fig 1.4: DYNAMIC VOLTAGE AND CURRENT WAVEFORMS
8There are others like Zappert'and Lee Bogan and Frey and
Blakey (20) etc. who believe that the oscillations from the start are of
(2l)” Relaxation ” type. East et al. have reported some experimental 
results and conclude that either VHF or Impatt signals may be responsible 
for triggering the Trapatt oscillations, and the mode of triggering is 
largely determined by the bias circuit employed. There are various other 
alternative theories including the parametric amplification as the possible 
triggering mechanism. Most of these theories will be dealt with in some 
detail in the sixth chapter of this thesis,
1.3 AIMS OF THE PRESENT THESIS
The irtain aim of this thesis is to investigate the starting 
mechanism of the Trapatt oscillations. The theme of the work will be mainly 
experimental, however necessary theoretical approach will also be undertaken 
to explain some of the results particularly relating the device and its d.c. 
characteristics. The devices used for the work were kindly supplied by
Philips Research Lab, Redhill. All the the devices were Si P NN type, with
■ 4"deep diffused P .
There are six chapters, including the present one. In the 
second chapter we have tried to predict the doping profile on the basis of 
the known details and steps involved in the fabrication of the device. For 
experimental devices the C-V plot is reported and critically analysed. It 
is concluded that the doping distribution is likely to be graded rather 
than abrupt. A theory and computer program is developed to calculate the 
C-V plot for an assumed doping profile derived from the previously predicted 
one. A comparison of the measured and computed C-V plots•suggests that the 
predicted doping profile appears to be very close to the actual one.
The th i r d  ch ap te r i s  devoted to  th e  d .c . a n a ly s is  o f the  device
on the basis of the Poisson and Continuity equations in one dimension. The 
detailed program uses different ionization coefficients for holes and 
electrons at the room temperature to calculate the voltage across the device 
for a known value of the d.c. current through it. The presence or absence 
of a knee or turning over point in current - voltage characteristics will 
indicate whether or not the device has some differential negative 
resistance at d.c., on the basis of the created space charge within the 
depletion layer. It is concluded that the device does not manifest any 
negative resistance at d.c .
In the fourth chapter, we have reported three results which 
show that the device does have d.c. differential negative resistance, negative 
resistance at VHF and also small signal negative resistance at the fundamental 
frequency of the oscillator. Low frequency negative resistance is brought oWt 
hy the rectification of some VHF signals set up within the system. The 
growing nature of the VHF oscillations confirm the presence of the negative 
resistance. Small signal negative resistance is confirmed as a result of 
the reflection type experiment. The experimental evidence of this chapter 
will form the basis of the explanation to be given in the sixth chapter.
In the fifth chapter, we have described the details of the 
oscillator circuit, including the charging line, tuning slugs, voltage and 
current probes. This chapter also deals with some details of the triggering 
arrangements of the sampling scope.
The sixth chapter contains a detailed investigation of the 
starting mechanism and a comprehensive review of the literature available, 
on this subject. Detailed results have been reported for one bias setting, 
however the results of other similar conditions have been presented in the 
form of a table and graphs. It is concluded that for the device and the
10
circuit described in this thesis the oscillations start from small signal 
at the fundamental frequency of the Tbapatt oscillator.
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CHAPTER 2
THE DEVICE AND THE INTERPRETATION OF THE C-V PLOT
High efficiency Trapatt devices have been constructed using 
either Si or Ge. Si is commercially preferred because of its ability 
to sustain high input power density to produce high efficiency osci­
llations. The low breakdown field and small saturated drift velocity
in Ge combine to give threshold power densities a factor four smaller 
• (7 ) (2 2 )than Si . Blakey has given a very good survey of various suitable
device materials and their useful properties. Though the techniques of 
device fabrication are essentially similar to Impatts, Trapatt devices 
have some striking differences. On the basis of the drift region these 
devices may be put in two categories.
(a) Single Drift Region Devices SDR
(b) Double Drift Region Devices DDR
In the literature mainly SDR devices also known as punch
through devices have been described. In these devices the depletion layer
punches through the substrate, before the breakdown occurs. This aspect of 
• • * • 4" 4*the device is shown m  Fig 2.1 for P NN structure. An alternative comple­
mentary structure can have P type region in the middle. In these devices 
a narrow region of relatively high resistivity (4-6 ohm cm), low doping 
density is sandwiched in between regions of very high doping densities 
( approx 10* cm 2 ) designated as P+ or N+ .
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Fig 2.1 : FIELD PROFILE OF A SINGLE DRIFT P+NN+ DEVICE
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punch through structure in which beyond a certain value of the applied
voltage the depletion layer capacitance begins to saturate. This voltage
+ +is known as "Punch Through" voltage. The P NN device' as shown in Fig 2.1
is said to be punched through if the depletion layer sweeps across the N
• + t # * * # layer and m  to the N region before the field at the metallurgical junction
reaches the breakdown value. For this structure the punch through factor 
(2 3 )F is defined as the ratio of W /W ie the ratio of the depletionti
layer width of the one sided abrupt junction diode to the width of the N 
region in the punch through diode with the same doping concentration. This 
ratio can also be defined as the square root of the ratio of the break­
down voltage to the punch through voltage / VT,/VT. .
ti P
In these devices under reverse bias condition the field reaches 
+ .to max at P N interface where avalanching takes place and electron hole
pairs are created. In the structure shown the holes are driven in to the
+ . 4-P region whereas the electrons drift through the N region towards the N
contact. The conduction current is mainly due to the electrons. In essence 
carriers drift through a single drift region.
DDR devices have two drift regions as compared to a single 
drift region in SDR devices. In DDR devices both electrons and holes
contribute towards the conduction current. Though DDR type devices were
(24) . . .known even m  1959 , its applications to Trapatts was first proposed
by Scharfetter et al in 1970. Perhaps F i s h e r w a s  the first to
develop a theory for a device similar to DDR. A very nice description of
(27)DDR as applied to Impatts is given by Carroll under the heading of
" The Current Fraction " in his book. Various researchers have reported 
the superiority of DDR over SDR in terms of output power and efficiency,
The end reg ions a re  h igh ly  doped so as to  achieve th e  d esired
however, a very good survey and comparison has been given by Seidel 
et al. Though Seidel mainly talks about those devices which are made by the 
v Ion Implantation 11 process in which the low density middle regions have 
almost constant impurity concentration but these facts are also applicable 
to devices fabricated by solid state, diffusion.
The literature available on DDR Trapatt devices is not
enough to enable us to say that the low frequency performance of these
devices will be as good as at high frequencies (50-100 GHz). Perhaps 
(29 30)Kawamoto * et al were the first to successfully demonstrate the adva­
ntages of these devices which they called M Four Layer Diode Structure Tl. 
They clearly indicated the existence of two distinct possibilities based 
on the methods employed for their fabrication. Looking at the structure
closely it seems logical and meaningful to arrive at the conclusion that
(31)the structure suggested by Liu et al m  March 1970 was really of the
similar type as employed by Kawamoto etc. However later on in 1973 ■
(32) . . + +Liu published a report in which he describes a double ended (P PNN )
Trapatt device and argues that this structure may be looked upon as the
. . +  + 1* + ,series connection of P NN and N PP diodes.
In Fig 2.2 a double drift structure is sketched and it is
shown that the avalanche zone is located at the metallurgical junction
+and lies m  both P and N regions. Holes drift towards the P contact and
electrons towards the N . A very significant point about this structure
is a common avalanche region for two drift regions and thus it is expected
that this structure should be more efficient than its counterpart SDR.
(25) .Scharfetter indicates that there are two possible reasons for this
increased efficiency ie increase in d.c. voltage and the reduction in 
minority carrier storage.
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There is enough literature available giving, details of various 
steps involved in fabrication of these devices, however we will try to give
some details under this heading which will form the basis of further work
. . (31)later in the chapter. Perhaps a special mention should be made of Liu’s
paper in which he outlines the need of deep diffusion so as to avoid " burn
out ” problem encountered in earlier devices made by shallow diffusion
, , + +
process. The starting material is either P or N substrate of very high
doping concentration. Depending on the starting material either P or N
type layer of predetermined resistivity is epitaxially deposited on the
substrate. •TheJthickness of this layer is determined by the diffusion
Hb 4*process to be employed to obtain either N or P end regions. From the
• * 4 * 4 "  • « * • *surface of the epitaxial layer P or N type of impurities are deep diffused
at elevated temperature in.two steps. To explain these steps and some other
details in chronological order a flow chart is given in Fig 2.3. Some
numbers are given on the chart to indicate roughly the temperature and time
used for various steps. Though the flow chart given in Fig 2.3 outlines a
most general scheme, it does not reveal some of the most important features
of the device. Various steps of diffusion,their temperatures and times are
very carefully chosen and optimised to obtain the required and desired
electrical and thermal properties. Two step diffusion ensures a significant
out diffusion of Sb in to the N region and this is done to achieve the
required value of the breakdown voltage. Two step diffusion produces the
Gaussian distribution of Boron at P N junction and this together with
• • 4* +the out diffusion is likely to produce a P PNN type of structure. Various 
relevant device details are^well documented
2.2 THEORETICAL PREDICTION OF THE DEVICE DETAILS
2.1  THE DEVICE FABRICATION
For th e  purpose o f th e o re t ic a l  p re d ic tio n  and c a lc u la tio n
17
Preparation of Sb doped substrate having an 
average resistivity of 0 . 0 0 5  to 0 . 0 1  ohm cm
N SUBSTRATE
Epilayer deposited at
approximately 1150° C
Epitaxial deposition of P doped N layer having 
1r an average resistivity of k to 6 ohm cm. . The 
length of the epilayer app, 1 5 * 5  ym.
P N distribution 
is Gaussian.
N+N distribution 
is like Error 
Function.
N N Material
A Xj,
N =KSubstrate doping density).2
NQ=Epilayer doping density.
0Xo= Length of the epilayer 15*5 Rm
AXq= Outdiffusion during epilayer.dep.
Various steps of cleaning,washing,drying,photo 
masking,oxidation and etching etc.
N N SURFACE FOR 
P+ DIFFUSION
N
1 K 2
N*
No
0 x j c Xc
Two step diffusion of Boron
(a). Predeposition at 1100 °C for \ hour.It is 
done to introduce a fixed amount of impu­
rity within a very narrow region less than 
a M m ,close to the surface.
Doping profile after Predeposition
(b). Drive in at app 1110°C for 2k hours and 
then slow cooling.
Final doping profile
N = 2.7 10 
N2= 5 * 0  1 0
N0= 1.5 10
!? cm" 3
i1 8 cm- 3
!5 cm" 3
ym
ymOX = 15.5 O
X. is the metallurgical junction.J
- CXq is the total out diffusion of Sb
in to the N layer.
Fig 2.3 : THE FABRICATION PROCESS OF P+NN+ DEEP DIFFUSED TRAPATT DEVICE
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of the device doping distribution, we will have to make some assumptions 
and simplifications. We will first of_all decide the general nature of 
the distribution finally obtained in N-N+ region and then decide the 
distribution in P N region.
2.2.1 THE DISTRIBUTION IN N-N+ REGION
+ . ' 19The starting doping distribution m  the N region is 1.0' 10
-3 . .cm and this region extends for a large distance and hence it can he said
that the impurity concentration far away from the N-N+ interface is indep­
endent of time and is equal to the substrate doping. For all practical
purposes, the net out diffusion of Sb in the N region can be divided in
to three main headings.
(a) Out diffusion during the epitaxial process.
(b) Out diffusion during the pre-deposition of Boron
at the surface..
(c) Out diffusion during the drive-in of Boron
at the surface.
The temperatures involved in all three steps are almost similar 
however the drive in time is many times more than the time taken in steps (a) 
and (b) above. Typically for our deep diffused devices :-
Time taken for epitaxial growth = 20 min
Time taken for pre-deposition = 32 min
Time taken for drive-in = 1440 min ie 2k hours
Hence for the purpose of the calculation of the doping distri­
bution we will neglect the out diffusions due to (a) and (b) above. Thus 
the values to he used for chlculations below are the substrate doping 
distribution = 1.0 104 9 cm-2drive in temperature and time being 1110°C 
and 24 hours respectively.
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The impurity concentration at N-N interface after out diffusion
will he Sub/2 if V t//Dt>>l. V is the' film growth rate y t is the time
■taken and D is the diffusion constant for the substrate dopant. In general
this condition is always met in fabrication of most practical devices.
(35)Using the Fig. 13 on page 31 of Sze for Si,
Diffusion coefficient for Sb at 1110°C=2.6. ICf^cm 2 Sec"*4  
Time of diffusion =24 hours
=8.64: 104 Sec
. Diffusion length, 2/Dt =-.§-S4 10-  ^ cm
B , The Diffusion Parameter = 1/ 2v/(Dt o ’
4 - 1=1.05 10 cm
N0 at X =15.5 10~k cm, =5.0: ,101 8 c m 3 . The out diffusion of 2 o
N2 in to the N towards the surface away from Xq will be given by equation 
(2 .1 ).
Nd(x) = N_{{1-erf {B (X -x)}}± N 
2 o o o
Nq is the background doping density in the N region. ■ In our
• • ♦ * • 4*case since the nature of the impurities m  N and N is the same , we will
retain the positive sign.
Nd(x) = Nq+ i y  1-erf (Xq-x )Bo } (2.1)
Substituting the values of N .N„.B and X we will obtaino 2 o o
+the doping distribution in N-N region. This is given by the equation 
(2 .2 ).
Nd(x) =1.5 1 0 1 5 +5 . 0  1 0 l 8 {1 -erf {1,05(15.5-x) }} (2 .2 )
x is in microns.
2.2.2 THE DOPING DISTRIBUTION IN P+ N REGION
4*
There a re  two main s tep s  involved during th e  d iffu s io n  of Boron
20
in  to  the  e p ila y e r
(l) Pre-deposition at 1075° C for 32 min.
Diffusion coefficient of Boron at 1075° C =6.0, 10-4^cm2Sec"'4
The diffusion length, 2/Dt
(2) The Drive in at 1110° C for 24 hours
Diffusion coefficient of Boron at 1110° C =3.6 10""4 c^ifl^ Sec~1
The diffusion length, 2/Dt =3.53 .10 kcm
As indicated in the Fig 2.3, during pre-deposition a fixed 
amount of the impurity is contained within a very narrow region very close 
to the surface. The concentration at the surface approaches the solid
pre-deposition profile can be neglected, since it can be regarded as 
negligibly small in comparison to that of the final profile resulting 
after the drive in diffusion. "Drive in " is the process of reducing 
the surface concentration and moving the impurities deep into the 
semiconductor without at the same time increasing the total number of 
impurities within the material. The final distribution is Gaussian type 
given by the equation (2.3).
Where is a quantity determined hy the pre-deposition step. 
4Dt is the square of the diffusion length in the final drive in step.
solubility of 3.0 lO2^ cm™^ for Boron in Si. Since the ratio (2/Dt ) 
drive in /(2/Dt )pre-deposition?>> 1, the extent of the penetration of
(2.3 )
Na(x) = e-8.0. 106 x2 (2.4)
Where l/4Dt =8.0 106
D eterm ination of N^:- During the  d riv e  in  process th e  tim e of d iffu s io n
. -4is optimised to have junction at x= 12.3'.10 cm from the surface, le 
at x= 12.3 -10’"4 cm Na(x) = 1.5-‘J-04  ^ cm 3, we make use of this value of 
the acceptor doping to find the value of N^ from equation (2.4):-
= 1.5. 1015 / e-8-0 i°6( 12-3 H
=  2 . 7  . 1 0 2 0  c m ” 3
Now the final expression for the doping distribution of the 
• +acceptors in the P region can be written as in equation (2.5).
Na(x) = 2.7 1020 e“8*° 10 X (2.5)
x is in microns.
Now we are in a position to calculate the predicted doping 
distribution in the device, making use of the equations (2.2) and (2.5).
In Fig 2.4 we have plotted the doping distribution for a deep diffused S 
Band Trapatt device. Under section 2.5 we will arrive at an approximate 
distribution derived from this one to compute a C-V plot to compare with 
the experimental plot. The comparison of the two plots will give us an idea 
about the accuracy of our predicted doping profile.
2.3 THE MEASUREMENT OF THE C-V PLOT
Most of the device details can be obtained by the measurement 
of its depletion capacitance for a known applied reverse bias voltage. The 
accuracy of the measurement critically depends on the value of the device 
area. Most commercial capacitance meters and profiling instruments measure 
the capacitance of the device under test by applying a constant ijf. voltage 
and monitoring the imaginary component of the resulting nf. current. (ie 
the component 90° out of phase with the drive voltage). The imaginary 
component of the r.f. current* is then directly proportional to the depletion
21
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Distance*in ym
Fig 2.4 : PREDICTED DOPING DISTRIBUTION OF THE DEVICE
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For the purpose of our measurement a Boonton Capacitance Meter 
Model 72B was used, which provides 15v rms at 1 MHz. The measurement was 
done at Philips Research Lab, Redhill. To set the electrical zero of the 
meter an open circuit package was used which automatically calibrates 
the meter for other parasitics etc. The subsequent measurements gave the 
true value of the depletion layer capacitance. The X-Y recorder was 
calibrated and then the voltage was scanned from its zero value to the 
breakdown value. The C-V plot obtained is show in Fig 2.5 trace a.
From the measured C-V plot it is possible to obtain the doping 
distribution , punch through voltage, the breakdown voltage and the width of 
the depletion layer for one sided abrupt and linearly graded junctions.
2.4 THE INTERPRETATION QF THE MEASURED C-V PLOT
The main purpose of this section is to use the measured C-V 
plot and to calculate the required parameters, however,. before we can do 
this> it is necessary to ensure the exact nature of the junction. The 
junction can fall in either of the following three categories
(a) Abrupt junction.
(b) Linearly graded junction.
(c) Graded junction.
For the cases (a) and (b) above exact details are readily 
available and standard expression and approaches given in any relevant
(35)text books may be used, however for the case in (c) we will have to 
develop the expressions later in the chapter.
For one sided abrupt junction, in which the doping density 
on one side of the junction is relatively very much higher than the other 
side in such a way that a step distribution across the junction can be
la y e r  cap ac itance .
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C= (eee^.H I(Vb .+V) ) l PF/cm2 <2-6>
where
e = electronic charge, 1.6 10~4  ^ Coulomb
- 1 2ee =dielectric constant of Si, 1.06 10 Farad/cm o
-3 .N = Background doping density in cm m  the lightly doped 
region.
Built in potential in Volt
V = Applied reverse bias voltage in Volts
2A = Area of the device m  cm
The equation (2.6) can be rewritten in a more convenient form 
as in (2.7):-
d(l/C2)/dv = 2/ eee N (2.7)o
2The equation (2.7) suggests that a plot of 1/C versus V will
be a straight line if N is constant. The slope of the line gives the doping
2concentration and the intercept at l/C = 0 gives the built in potential V.^
The built in potential can be defined as the potential set up in between the 
depletion layer of a P-N junction when P and N type materials are brought 
together. This potential is established as a consequence of the alignment 
of the fermi levels of the two materials. For one sided abrupt junction 
this potential depends upon the background doping density of the lightly 
doped side. For one sided abrupt junction the slope of In C versus In V 
should be -1/2.
Linearly Graded Junction :- For a linearly graded junction the doping 
across the depletion layer varies linearly with a constant slope of the 
doping density with the distance, the depletion layer capacitance is given 
by the equation (2.8):-
assumed, the capacitance  per u n it  a rea  i s  given by the  equation  (2 .6 ) .
;y?-
'
Where a is the doping gradient in cm at the junction, the 
equation (2.8) can be rewritten as in (2.9):—
d(l/C)1/3/dv = 1 2 / e a ( E e Q ) 2  ( 2 . 9 )
The equation (2.9) suggests that a plot of l/C versus V should 
be a straight line and the slope of the line should give the doping gradient 
a at the junction. The slope of InC versus InV should be -1/3 for a linearly- 
graded junction.
The width of the depletion layer in either case is inversely 
proportional to the capacitance, as in the case of a parallel plate 
condenser:-
W = ce A/ C (2.10)o
Having developed the basic ideas regarding two types of junction,vvr ■- /?
now we will try to establish as to the exact nature of the junction given 
by the C-V plot* To begin our interpretation , first of all we look at the 
Fig 2.6 which is a plot of In C versus In V. On this graph we have three 
lines, marked (a),(b) and (c). The lines (a) and (b) are showing a slope i
of -1/2 and -1/3 corresponding to one sided abrupt and linearly graded 
junction. Curve (c) is a plot of In C versus In (V^^+V). It is possible 
to divide the measured curve (c) into three parts, representing straight 
lines. The first section of the line extends from 0 to l.lv and is 
marked "An, the second portion extends from "A" to "b" i.e l.lv to 27.6v 
and the third section extends beyond "B". Comparing the slopes of these 
lines with (a) and (b), the following results may be concluded:-
(1) The slope of the first section is approximately 
-1/3 suggesting that the junction behaves almost like a linearly graded 
junction between 0 and 1.10 volts.
(2) The slope of the second section, the line between 
1.10 to 27.6 volts is neither or -y this suggests that the junction
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is neither linearly graded nor one sided abrupt type.
(3) The slope of the third section, the line beyond
21.lv is approximately - y, this suggests that the junction behaves
almost like one sided abrupt type beyond this point.
The results outlined above indicate that the doping distri-
% J
bution is progressively changing from linear to abrupt and from abrupt to 
something totally different, for increasing reverse bias voltage. In 
other words the distribution in the depletion region is not uniform.
The reason for this will be explained later in the chapter,.
To investigate more,in lag 2.7 we have plotted three curves
•: '* ■ y *-- * p o(a), (b), and (c) for W, l/C and 1/C versus the applied reverse bias 
voltage. Neither of the. two curves (b) and (c) can be approximated to a 
straight line, this also, suggests that the junction is neither abrupt nor 
linearly graded. However the curve (a) can be divided into a set of five
straight lines, progressively for each section the rate of change of the
depletion layer width goes on reducing for increasing applied reverse 
bias voltage. This situation is plotted in Fig 2.8, an asymptotic 
behaviour of the curve.suggests that the doping density increases rapidly 
with respect to the distance from the junction. In other words this curve
also brings out the same results as was obtained earlier.
y:”’ . '
Thus it is concluded that the junction can neither be treated
vv; * ±
as abrupt nor linearly graded for the entire width of the depletion region. 
A true analysis should therefore treat the junction as graded in such a way
that the doping density keeps on changing away from the junction. In
section 2.5 we will develop this general approach, however in the following 
section 2.4.1, the doping density will be calculated using the expression 
(2.6) and measured values of C.
29
Voltage in Volts
Fig 2.7 : GRAPH OF W,l/C2 AND l/C3 DERIVED FROM THE MEASURED C-V PLOT.
2.8 : RATE OF CHARGE OF W WITH APPLIED VOLTAGE.
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2.4.1 THE CALCULATION OF THE DOPING DISTRIBUTION FROM THE MEASURED 
C-V PLOT TREATING THE JUNCTION AS ONE SIDED ABRUPT TYPE
The expression (2.6) can be rewritten for Si in terms of the 
applied voltage and the measured value of C, the area of the device is
- 4 2 . .  . / \taken as 3.0‘ 10 cm , and is given by the equation (2.11).
N =1.31 10l4xC2 (Vbi+V) cm’3 (2.11)
Where
C is the measured Capacitance in PF
(vt,i+v) is the total applied voltage in Volts
V ^  is approximately 0.8 volt
The doping density and the corresponding position is calculated 
using equations (2.11) and (2.10). A plot of the calculated doping profile 
is shown in Fig 2-9, the plot indicates the presence of very impractical 
and peculiar situation between 2.3 and 2.8 microns from the junction.
This could mean either of the two things, firstlyjinay be the profile does 
vary as calculated or secondly the assumption that the junction behaves 
like one sided abrupt type is incorrect. The latter of the two appears 
to be the real situation on the basis of the explanations given in the 
previous sections.
2.5 THEORETICAL CALCULATIONS OF THE C-V PLOT
In this section we will develop some theoretical expressions 
for an unknown doping distribution in such a way that we can compute the 
C-V plot for an assumed and predicted distribution. The principles of 
general approach are reasonably straight forward and normally applied to an 
ordinary diode having a junction. Following two conditions, under some
32
Fig 2.9 : DOPING DISTRIBUTION FOR ONE SIDED ABRUPT JUNCTION FROM 
THE MEASURED C-V PLOT.
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(1) The total charge on either side of the junction
must be equal ie the condition of the charge neutrality must be maintained.
2 2 — P(2) The Poissonrs equation (d V/dx = -dE/dx= — —  )
eeo
must be satisfied on either side of the junction.
su ita b le  boundary c o n d itio n s , form th e  b a s is  o f the  work in  th i s  sec tio n
Fig 2.10 : SIGN CONVENTION FOR THE FORMULATIONS.
Referring to Fig, 2.10 for sign notations to be employed for this 
section, it is assumed that the distances from left to right are increasing 
with the junction at x= 0. Thus distances in the P region will be negative 
and positive in the N region.
Let
NA(x)=Na(x)-No ,be the effective doping distribution of acceptor impurities
-3m  the P region, cm
ND(x)=Nd(x)+NQ, be the effective doping distribution of donor impurities
in the N region, cm’3
2A be the area of the device in cm
ee be the dielectric constant of the material for silicon
0
— 1 2this value is 1.06 10 Farad/ cm
, - 1 9e be the electronic charge, 1.6.10 Coulomb
-3p (x) be the  v a r ia t io n  o f th e  charge d e n s ity , Coulomb cm
34
Q be th e  t o t a l  charge
The subscripts p and n denote the side of the junction being 
considered. We will restrict the treatment to one dimension only. On the 
basis of the conditions listed above, we will write the following expression
y x ) = -e NA(x)
P
(dE /dx)
Q = -eA /NA(x)dx
P (x)P__ft
ee
e_
ee
NA(x)
Pn(x)
Qn
(dE/dx ) 
V
eND(x)
= eA/ ND(x)dx 
p_(x)
n ee ee ND(x)
-/ E (x) dx P
V = -/ E (x) dx n n
Prom the condition of the charge neutrality
%  - S,
2 .1 2 )
2 . 1 3 )
2 . 1 4 )
2 . 1 5 )
2 .1 6 )
2 . 1 7 )
2 .1 8 )
2 . 1 9 )
2 .2 0 )
The equation (2.20) is related to the area under the doping 
distribution and two areas on either side of the junction must always 
be equal. By solving equation (2.20) for a known distribution and the 
length of the depletion layer in one region , the required length to be 
depleted in the other region can be found. To find the field and hence 
the total voltage across the junction the equation (2.14),(2.17),(2.18) 
and (2 .1 9 ) are to be solved under the following boundary conditions
(1) at x=-x V=0 (2 .2 1 )
(2) at x= 0 * E (x) = E (x) (2.22)P n
To exp lain  th e  genera l p rocedure, we w il l  work out the
predicted profile given in Fig 2.4 hy a set of exponential expressions of 
+
the form Ae~ . The values of A and B will be found by fitting these 
exponentials to the actual predicted curves for the P and N regions.
2.5.1 APPROXIMATION TO THE PREDICTED DOPING PROFILE
In this section first of all we will try to derive an expon-
• • ■ • « * 4* a mential expression for the acceptor impurities m  the P N region,which
actually follows a Gaussian distribution. Next a similar expression will
• • • • • 4* • »be derived for the donor distribution in N N region, which actually obeys
a complementary error function law.
(a) Approximation to the Gaussian distribution:- The actual
distribution is given by 2.7’ 1020 e-8,0' 10 x . At x= 12.3 lCf4 cm from
the surface where the metallurgical junction is formed the doping density
is equal to the background doping of 1 . 5  .lO1  ^cm 3 , Following the sign
notation outlined earlier in the section, we will take, x=x.=12.3pm as
J
the reference starting point and will call x= 0
Na(x) = A emi X (2.23)
at x = 0 , Na(0) = 1.5' 1015 = Nq
therefore A = N -1.5 lO1  ^ cm"3o
From equation (2.23) various values of nq are found for known 
values of Na(x) at different values of x calculated from the Gaussian 
distribution. A simple arithmetic mean of all such values of mi is taken 
for the approximate distribution given by (2.23).
In (Na(x)/N )
m, = ------ ------—  (2.24)
E m,
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expression  fo r a s im p lif ie d  case . To th i s  we w il l  t r y  to  approximate the
mi “ J ----------  (2 .25)
36
Following the steps given above in the vicinity of the junction
1| — 1we find that the average value of mj = 1 . 9  10 cm gives a reasonable
fit to the predicted curve Fig 2.4. Therefore an approximate expression for
the distribution of the acceptor impurities may he written as in (2 .2 6),
however for the chosen sign notation in the left hand side o f  x .  , . x  is
J
negative. Therefore equation (2.27) will give the actual distribution in 
our case.
Na(x) = N e1*9166 10 X (2.26)o
Na(x) = N e - l -  10 x { ) 
o
(b) Approximation to the Complementary Error Function
Distribution The most general form of the exponential 
expression which can fit the donor distribution due to out diffusion can be 
written as in expression (2.28)
Nd(x) = Nq( em2(x-d) _X) (2.28)
where
d is the distance where Nd(x) = Nq, from the Fig 2.4 d is approx 
0.4. 10 4 cm. The value of m2 is calculated from the equation (2.29).
ln((Nd(x)+N )/Nj 
( x-d )= ----- r. -5—r— —  (2 .2 9)
From the actual distribution for various values of x , the 
values of Nd(x) are found and substituted in equation (2.29), and thus 
various values of m 2 are found. A mean of these is taken as the suitable 
value . The value of m2 which fits the distribution properly is found 
to be 3.4 104 cm’1. Therefore the distribution of Nd(x) will be given by 
equation (2.30).
Nd(x) = Nq ( e 3* '^ 10 (x“° - 1+) 10 _ i)  (2 .30)
37
In this section some useful expressions will he developed 
to calculate the width of the depletion layer, the field distribution and 
the voltage across the device. On the basis of these expressions a C-V 
plot will be computed.
The model taken for calculations is shown in Fig 2.11, the 
edges of the depletion layer extend from x= -x^ to x= -x^ . On the diagram 
the expressions for the acceptor and donor distributions have been given, 
however, for the purpose of formulation the expressions for effective 
distributions in the P and N regions given by (2.31) and (2.32) will be used.
NA(x) = Na(x) - Nq
= Ho ( e-nl|X - 1  ) (2.31)
ND(x) = H + Hd(x) - Ha(x)o
= N ( em 2 (x_d) _ ) + s ( ) (2.32)
o o
The equation (2.33) can be written by combining the condition
of the charge neutrality and the expressions (2 .1 3 ) and (2 .l6 )> -Vm * > 4
x xn n
/ N (e~mvX -1) dx = / N dx +-x o _ oP 0
2.5*2 THE CALCULATION OF THE C-V PLOT
x
/ N (em2(x”(i) ) dx (2.33)
d °
* + o\ X,-=.A \a  VAx LV-A).
Finally the equation (2.33) can be expressed as the equation
(2.34).
m 7 x
e #p - hl, x * K (2.34)ir
Where
“xn m 2 (x - d)
K = e + m 7 x n  + m ,  {(e - 1 )/m2 - ( x  - d)}
(2 .35)
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Fig 2.11 : ASSUMED MODEL FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE C-V PLOT.
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For a suitably chosen value of xn ,the value of K is found
from the expression (2.35)* The corresponding value of x is found byP
solving the equation (2.34) for the previously calculated value of K. Thus 
the width of the depletion layer W is determined.
The field distribution in the P and N regions are given by the 
expressions (2.36) and (2.37) which are derived from the equations (2.14) 
and (2.17). Detailed steps in obtaining the equations (2.36) and (2.37) are 
given in the appendix uAlf.
ti x “m-ixE(x) « - o /ee {(e- ^/mty-x - (e /nq ) - x } (2.36)P 0 p
m.j x
E (x) = _ N0 e /£E0^ e P/nh ) “ xp ” 1/IQ-i - (x +
l/mv(e m'lX - 1) + l/m2(em2(x“d) - l) -(x-d)}} (2.
To determine the total voltage across the junction the
equations (2 .1 8 ) and (2 .1 9 ) are used and the integration is performed
within the limits x to r xn • p
37)
xn
V = - / E(x) dxx w.r.to -X n p -xP
0 xn
= -{/ E (x) dx + / E (x) dx } P a-xP 0
The equation (2 .3 8) gives the voltage across the juction 
(V^ ).. This equation has been derived from the equations (2.36) and (2.37)
N e
TV ee
0
mi x n -m., x m.x .T2 .
_!_{ We + — (e n -e p )} - —    {
mi rn, m 2
. m2(xn-d) m22(x2-d2)
(e -1 ) - m2(xn-d)------n (2 .38)
To obtain the C-V plot the equations (2.34) to (2.38) and 
(2.10) were solved. On the basis of these equations a computer program 
given in the appendix was developed. The computed C-V plot is shown 
in the Fig 2.5 (curve marked (b)).
A very good agreement between the computed and the experimental 
C-V plots exists at the two extreme ends of the applied reverse bias voltages. 
For voltages upto 25V the computed values of C are lower ( W values higher) 
than the experimental values. This means that the depletion regions for 
these voltages are wore heavily doped than predicted, however the attempts
were made to account for this deviation and it was found that the boundary
conditions at either end of the applied voltages were not satisfied i.e the 
C values at zero bias and W at the breakdown voltage. To obtain a better
agreement various C-V plots were computed for different values of N , mi,
15 -3m 2 and d, the best result was obtained for N =1.5 10 Cm , mj= 1.9 ,o
m2= 3.4 and d= 0.3 ym. It is thought that the region of some what strange
behaviour is due to the stray effects which may be due to the bonding and
heatsinking. It is therefore concluded that the two C-V plots relate to
the similar device and therefore the predicted doping distribution should
represent the actual distribution in the device.
The curve (d) in Fig 2.6 derived from the computed C-V plot
indicates that the junction is neither one sided abrupt type nor linearly
graded. The slope of the curve is -0.4275*
Similar to Fig 2.7 , three curves have been plotted in 
2 3Fig 2.12. These curves ( W,l/C and l/C verses the applied voltage) have 
been derived from the computed C-V plot. These curves also indicate that 
the junction is neither abrupt nor linearly graded. The general pattern of 
these curves is in close agreement with the curves in Fig 2.7*
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Fig 2.12 : GRAPH OF W sl/C2 AND 1/C3 DERIVED FROM THE COMPUTED C-V PLOT.
m
Two sets of curves have been plotted in Fig 2.13. Fig 2.13(a) 
is the predicted doping distribution for which the C-V plot was computed 
and the curve (b) has been derived from this C-V plot ( Fig 2.5(h) ), 
assuming the junction to be one sided abrupt type. It can be seen from the 
two curves that there is no resemblence between them and this is because of 
the incorrect assumption. It is therefore essential to know the nature of 
the junction prior to analysing the C-V plot, otherwise the results derived 
could be incorrect. This really proves that if a graded junction is treated 
as abrupt then the calculated doping profile can be totally different and 
this does explain that the results reported in Fig 2.9 can not be relied 
upon.
From the analysis given in this chapter it is concluded that 
the doping profile in our device is graded.
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Fig 2.13 : (a) PREDICTED DOPING DISTRIBUTION.
(b) DOPING DISTRIBUTION FOR ONE SIDED ABRUPT JUNCTION 
FROM THE COMPUTED C-V PLOT.
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CHAPTER 3 
D.C, ANALYSIS OF THE DEVICES
The main purpose of this analysis is to show whether the 
Trapatt device discussed in the second chapter does have d.c. differential 
negative resistance. In the literature it has been said that Trapatt devices 
have neither d.c. nor small signal negative resistance at the fundamental 
frequency. The main question which the previous researchers were trying to 
answer was how the Trapatt oscillations begin in the absence of any small 
signal negative resistance. Ultimately they reached the conclusion that 
the final Trapatt oscillations are triggered by initial Impatt oscillations, 
which do not require the d.c. negative resistance as such. To support their 
claims various experimental evidences were produced. It is our intention, 
therefore, first to establish in this and the next chapter whether our device 
has differential negative resistance at d.c.
3.1 THE JUNCTION BREAKDOWN
Perhaps the most important phenomena , which forms the basis 
of almost all the avalanche type microwave semiconductor devices is the
(36)junction breakdown, when operated under reverse bias condition. Strutt 
has given a detailed description of various breakdown mechanisms which can
be present in a junction device. In the discussion here we will be mainly
concerned with the breakdown due to ,r The Impact Ionization or Avalanche
Multiplication ". The ultimate condition of the avalanche breakdown can be
best understood by analysing various scattering mechanisms which take place,
under the  in flu en ce  o f in c re a s in g  e le c t r i c  f i e ld ,  between the  charge c a r r ie r s
45
and the acoustical and optical phonons. Phonons are the quantum mechanical 
particles defining the wave motion in the lattice. The lattice behaviour 
begins to change interestingly when the charge carrier temperature overtakes 
the lattice temperature.'
3*2 DRIFT VELOCITY VERSUS THE APPLIED FIELD
The dependence of carrier drift velocity on the applied 
electric field is given in Fig 3.1. In the beginning the drift velocity 
increases linearly with the applied field because this velocity is smaller 
than the thermal velocity. The combined effect of the acoustical phonon 
and ionised impurity scattering on the mobility is to keep it significantly 
constant. During this process the carrier remains in thermal equilibrium 
with the lattice, however, for still higher fields the carriers become
"warm” and the drift velocity is found to be proportional to the square
(37) . . .root of the applied field . For Si this situation begins at about
3 -1 3 - 12 10 Volt Cm and continues upto 20 10 Volt Cm . During these limits
the carrier temperature is approximately twice the lattice temperature, the
. (35)carrier velocity is about three times the sound velocity m  Si and the
mobility drops by 30% of its low field value. Main scattering mechanism 
during this process is due to the optical phonons. Two situations discussed 
so far have been marked as region 1 and 2 in Fig 3.1.
3 -1For applied fields greater than 20 10 Volt Cm the velocity 
of electron is found to saturate as shown in Fig 3.1 (region 3). The 
saturation in the drift velocity for high fields results from the interaction 
of the carriers with the optical phonons. These are not excited in thermal 
equilibrium due to the large energy required to do so. The probability of 
emitting an optical phonon increases when an electron acquires an energy 
greater than the optical_phonoh"ehexgy E . This value for Si is 0.063 ev.
(3 8 )Gibbons has shown that the high field mobility is inversely proportional
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square root of the ratio of the optical phonon energy to the effective mass
( /E /m ) . The concept of saturated drift velocity is a useful material 
P
property for avalanche devices.
The energy acquired by the electrons from the external field
5 -1goes on increasing beyond E and for fields m  excess of 1.0 10 Volt Cm
P
an interesting process begins to take place in such a way that the carriers
begin to multiply by a process known as " Avalanche Multiplication or Impact
Ionization M. The ionization can occur at smaller fields hut the multipli­
cation will he small. In this process , as the electrons gain more energy 
the velocity saturation mechanism due to the optical phonon scattering is 
bypassed and a sudden increase in current is observed. Eventually the 
electrons gain so much of energy that the collision with the atoms take 
place, Si to Si bond is broken, and electrons are knocked off the crystal 
atom and thus an electron - hole pair is generated. In this process 
electrons are 11 pulled off " the valence band in the presence of very high 
fields. The generation rate of electron hole pairs is given by the 
equation (3 .1 ).
G = aenV.e+3hP V h (3-D
Where a and 3, are the electron and hole ionization rates e h
defined as the average number of electron hole pair generated by an electron 
or hole in travelling a unit distance in the lattice. Both these factors 
are strongly dependent on the applied field, n and p are the number of
initial electrons and holes taking part in the ionization process,-Ye and 
are the electron and hole VeWities.
3.3 THE AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN
to  the  e x te rn a l f i e ld  and t h e .d r i f t  v e lo c ity  given by approxim ately th e
The sequence o f events lead in g  to  th e  avalanche breakdown can
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be best understood by referring to Fig 3.2(b) , The atomic structure of 
Si shown in Pig 3.2(a) gives an indication of electron - hole movement, 
when an electric field is applied. There are five distinct steps marked on
t i
the band diasram, Fig 3.2(b) 5 namely 1 ,2 ,3 ,2 and 3 . The process starts
at the step 1 , when an electron is pulled off the valence hand leaving 
behind a hole in its place and thus creating an electron - hole pair. In 
the presence of high electric field these carriers acquire enough kinetic 
energy and are able to break Si to Si atomic bonds leading to creation of 
pew electron - hole pairs . The process of gaining enough kinetic energy is
i
depicted by the step 2 and 2 . In the step 3 the energy acquired by the
electron in the conduction band is given to the valence electron (on average
this energy is 1 . 5 times the band gap ) and thus the valence electron is
pulled up in to the conduction band. A similar process is carried out by
\
the energetic hole shown by the step 3 . This new pair also takes part in
the ionization process and thus the multiplication of carriers takes place. 
Since the electrons and holes drift in the opposite directions the current 
increases very rapidly during the avalanche breakdown. On average during 
the collision the momentum of the accelerated electron is redistributed 
among the two electrons and hole as shown in Fig 3.2(c) and by the equation 
(3.2). The kinetic energy is redistributed as the potential energy of the 
new pair and three kinetic energies as given by equation (3 .3 ).
The law of conservation of momentum gives
me vo = meV me V V 3  , (3,2)
The law of conservation of energy gives
K  Vo2 = + \ V22 + V 3 2 } + Es ' (3-3)
These equations assume th a t  th e re  i s  no net lo s s  o f energy
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Fig. 3.2(a) : THE ATOMIC STRUCTURE OF SILICON
• Electron 
O Hole
Fig. 3.2(b) ; SCHEMATIC ILLUSTRATION OF THE BREAKDOWN PROCESS
m v.e 1
F ig . 3 .2(c)  : THE GENERATION OF ELECTRON-HOLE PAIR
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in this process. So far only-the physical picture of the breakdown 
process was developed, however, in the next section the field dependence 
of the ionization rates and the breakdown condition given by the ionization 
integral will be discussed.
3.3.1 THE FIELD DEPENDENCE OF THE IONIZATION RATES
The exact relationship between the ionization rates and the
applied field is fairly complex , various researchers have tried to develop
simpler model to explain their approach and results. The analytical
treatment of the avalanche devices to a large extent depends on the type of
the approximations assumed for the ionization rates. We will deal with an
(39)exponential model suggested by Sze and Gibbons , though in the
literature simpler models such as zero ionization rates upto certain critical
(7)field and thereafter a constant value has been assumed by De Loach et al. 
to develop a physical understanding of the Trapatt device. Three parameter 
theory of Baraff first proposed in 1 9 6 2  and later developed by Crowell
and Sze in 1 9 6 6 , gives a better approximation of the ionization rates.
The parameters involved in the theory are functions of the lattice 
temperature and the physical properties of the material. The exponential 
model of the ionization rates for electrons and holes in Si can be expressed 
as in equation (3.4) and (3 .5 ).
ae = 3.8 106 10& ^  > (3 A )
(3^ = 2.25 10T e (- 3 -2 6 1 0  E .’ ) (3.5)
The parameters in the above expressions are measured at the
v (4l)room tem peratu re , however , C row ell’ s approach can be used to  determ ine
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these parameters at any other■temperatures. These expressions for ag and 
3^ will be used later in the chapter to develop a computer program for the
d.c analysis of the Trapatt devices.
3.3.2 THE AVALANCHE BREAKDOWN CONDITION
In the absence of significant ionization'the reverse saturation
current remains constant, however , as the ionization process proceeds this
current begins to rise rapidly. The ratio of the reverse current during
impact ionization to the reverse saturation current is defined as " The
multiplication factor M The value of M approaches infinite when the
(42)junction breakdown occurs. Miller has suggested an empirical formula
to calculate the value of this multiplication factor given by equation (3.6 ).
m = {1 -  (vrev/vB)n r 1 0.6)
Where
Vrev 4s "k*10 aPPlied- reverse bias voltage
VB is the breakdown voltage
The values of n for Si are suggested to be between 1.5 to 2
for high resistivity P material and 3*5 to 4 for high resistivity N material.
A similar condition can be derived in terms of the ionization rates and the
charge density as a result of the impact ionization, however , if equal
ionization rates for electrons and holes are assumed the expression obtained
for. M can be easily understood. Strictly the condition of equal ionization
rates is true in the case of GaAs and GaP but not so in the case of Ge and 
(39)Si. Sze has given an expression for the multiplication factor for
unequal ionization rates.
In the absence of recombination, a p-n junction can be
represented by Fig 3.3. Assuming equal ionization rates i.e a = a = Be h ,
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Fig. 3.3 : W is the width of the Depletion layer, x and x are the
P n
■boundaries of the depletion layer in P and N regions, nQ
is the number of electrons per unit time entering in the
depletion layer at x^ , n is the number of electrons per
unit time leaving the depletion layer at x , E is then
e le c t r i c  f i e ld .
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the number of electrons generated per unit time within x and x+dx can be 
expressed as in the equation (3 .7 )
diii = (nQ+n1)adx + n2adx = nadx (3.7)
Where
nQ is the number of electrons entering the depletion layer
at x = x per unit time.
P
n^ and n are the electrons generated between x_^  and x and x+dx 
and xn
n=n +nn+n_ are the number of electrons leaving the depletion at x=x . o jl d n
n^adx Number of pairs generated by holes coming from right to
left.
The multiplication factor in this case is defined as the 
ratio of n to and is given by the equation (3 .8 ).
M a n/nQ (3.8)
Total number of electrons generated within the width W
can be expressed as in equation (3 .9 )*
x xn n
/ dn1 = 11 / adx = n - n (3 .9 )
x x
P P
Therefore xn
M = n/ n( 1 - / adx )
x
P
W
= 1 / 1  - / adx (3 .1 0 )
0
For the multiplication factor to be infinite the integral 
in the denominator of the equation (3.10) must be equal to one. Therefore
the equation (3 .1 1 ) defines the condition of the avalanche breakdown in a 
p-n junction.
W
/ a dx = 1 (3.11)
0
3.4 FORMULATIONS OF BASIC EQUATIONS
The analysis given here is on the basis of the model developed 
by Bower . The sign conventions are outlined in Fig 3.4. To obtain
the d.c.characteristics of the device the Poisson and Continuity equations 
are simultaneously solved , under appropriate boundary conditions. Equations 
(3.4) and (3.5) are used to acount for electron and hole ionization rates.
The dependence of the drift velocity on the electric field has been assumed 
to be given by equations (3.12) and (3.13) as suggested by Prior
v = 1.45 106 E0,1525 e
vh = <(.68 io*1 E0,1*1*1*5
The equations (3.12) and (3.13) are applicable for fields 
3 - 1E> 3-5 10 Volt Cm , for fields less than this value usual linear 
relationship between the drift velocities and the applied field is assumed.
In the analysis given in this section the main aim is to derive a couple of 
equations for electron current and the electric field at any point in the 
depletion layer. The Poisson equation at a distance x can be expressed as 
in equation (3.14), and the Continuity equations for electrons and holes 
as in equations (3 .1 5 ) and (3 .1 6 ).
(3 .1 2 )
(3.13)
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Distance from the surface
F ig . 3.4 : SIGN CONVENTIONS FOR THE ASSUMED MODEL
Where
ND and NA are the donor and acceptor doping densities 
p and n are the hole and electron densities.
G = |n +8E !vh |p is the generation rate.
dn eVen e lve l^  is the electron current. (3 ,1 7 )
Jp = evj1P = “e lvj1|p is bhe hole current. (3 .1 8 )
J = -(j +J ) is the total current.T n p
|v I25 + v because electrons drift in the + ve x direction.
1 e 1 e
|"v |5=5 - v^ because holes drift in the - ve x direction.
|j t i= - (Jn + y
6n 6p
ons
and- (3.1 6 ) can be rewritten as
For d.c conditi  —  = —  = 0 , therefore equations (3.15)
6J
—  — ~  = a I v I n + 8U I v. I p e © e 1 e 1 h 1 h 1^ox
<5J
— ~ a I v I n + 8, I v, I pe ox e' e* h 1 h 1
Substituting the values of n and p from equations (3.17) and 
(3 .1 8 ) in equation (3.14) the following equation (3.19) is obtained:-
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Equation (3.20) is obtained by adding and substracting Jn/e |vh ! 
to the right hand side of the above equation within the bracket.
{ND - NA + —  ( - r r  +  q— — r )  + (3.20)dE
dx " e e 0 " ”  ' 6 '|Vel ' lvhl# ' GlVh'
For d.c conditions the continuity equation after adding
and substracting $ J results in equation (3.21)
<5J
r  = J («.- - 6j JJ >  (3.21)<5x n e h h 1 T
The equations (3.20) and (3*21) are integrated between an
initial point and some other point in the depletion region under the
following boundary conditions. The equation (3.22) gives the total voltage.
xf
The voltage = / Edx (3.22)
x.l
3.4.1 THE BOUNDARY CONDITIONS
The integration is started at some initial point x. where the 
3 -1field is assumed to be 15*07 10 Volt Cm as suggested by Misawa. At this
small field it is assumed that practically no avalanche multiplication takes
place. The integration is terminated at some point x^ where once again the
field is small. Similar conditions are imposed on current at x. and x .i f
These boundary conditions are listed below :~
at x = x. E(x.) = -E = 15*07 103 Volt Cm- 1
1 1 C
dp^Xi dT 5 Total current
J (x.)= J , Electron saturation current n 1 ns 9
a t x = xf E(xfK  Ec
JT
J p (xf )= 1 .0  10~k j t
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3.4.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE COMPUTER PROGRAM
A Fortran program was' developed to solve the equations (3.20)
and (3.2l) for various values of total terminal current . N ,N_,N~,A ,T o ’ l 5 2 ’ o ’
Bo ,e9eEo>ye,y^,xo (yo in the program),Dy(increment in x) ,Dx(increment in 
the initial point),x1 (the initial point) were provided as data in a file.
For different values of J^ , the program calculates the voltage using equation 
(3.22) and the field distribution between and x^ ,. The equation defining 
the doping distribution can have any general form, Runge-Kutta method of 
approximation has been used to calculate the values of field and an iterative 
process to select a suitable value of . The listing of the program is 
given in the appendix ,IC ,,.
3.4.3 INTERPRETATION OF THE COMPUTED RESULTS
Computed I-V characteristics is plotted in Fig 3*5 and does 
not indicate the presence of a ” knee ,f or the 11 turning over ” point, it 
is therefore concluded that this analysis does not suggest that these
3devices have negative resistance at d.c. Fig 3.5 indicates that upto 2 10 
- 2Amp Cm the voltage does not change much but beyond this value almost 
exponential rise in the voltage is observed.
To demonstrate the effect of increasing on the field and
the width of the depletion layer, Fig 3.6 has been plotted for very low and
—2 3 —2high current densities ( 100 Amp Cm"" and 20 10 Amp Cm ). The field
- 2profile for 100 Amp Cm closely resembles with the field profile for a 
PIN type device. The."' sagging " observed in Fig- 3.6 at 20 103 Amp Cm"*2 
gives an impression that probably at still higher currents the device may 
show some negative resistance. As a general rule it can be said that if 
the field depression in the middle is less than the increase at the edges 
then the device will exhibit a positive resistance, however, if the lowering
in 
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Fig 3.5 : COMPUTED I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DEVICE
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Fig 3.6 : COMPUTED FIELD PROFILE OF THE DEVICE
6 i
device will exhibit negative resistance. In terms of the area under the
field distribution curve, it can be stated that if the net area decreases
for increasing current the device will exhibit negative resistance. This
3 —2was checked by increasing the current density upto 80 10 Amp Cm and still 
no negative resistance was observed. Because of the doping distribution at 
either ends of the junction , the width of the depletion layer keeps on 
increasing with the current and thus the dip in the middle does not increase 
appreciably. This result is not really surprising since the measured C-V 
plot reported in the second chapter ( Fig 2.5 ) did not show a real tendency 
of saturation for increasing voltage.
3.5 MODIFICATIONS
It has been suggested by Lee et al that a considerable
improvement in small signal negative conductance can be achieved if the 
values of ionization rates corresponding to 200°C are used. The values 
reported by them for Si were incorporated in the program which meant changing
6 zj ithe expressions for Ap ,BT ,PA and PB ( Ap = 1.8 10 Exp(-1.64 10 E~ and 
T 6 nB^ = 1.0 10 Exp(3.2 10 E ). The results obtained were similar to one
already reported except that the voltages were slightly higher than in the 
previous case
Thus it can be concluded that the device does not have negative 
resistance at d.c as. a result of the space charge effect.
of the field in the centre is.more than the increase at the edges, the
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CHAPTER k
THE PRESENCE OF NEGATIVE RESISTANCE - AN EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
In general an oscillator circuit consisting of an active device,
resonant circuit and the load may be represented by Fig 4.1. In the Fig 4.1 
-Rd + represents the device impedance and R^ + jX^ the load impedance 
when the resonant circuit is properly matched to load and the device. If it 
is assumed that the current I flows in the circuit, then the condition (4 .1 ) 
must be satisfied for a steady state operation of a free running oscillator.
I ( -Rd + jXd ) + I (Rl + jXL) =. 0 (4.1)
(4.2)
(4.3)
The equation (4.2) in general determines the amplitude whereas 
the equation (4.3) determines the frequency of the oscillator.
RESONANT CIRCUIT
Fig, 4.1 : TWO TERMINAL NETWORK REPRESENTING THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
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In equation (4.1) the resistance of the device is shown 
negative to indicate that the power is coming out of the device and it is 
working as a generator. It is a fundamental condition and the device must 
have negative resistance at the operating frequency.
In the previous chapter attempts were made to show if the 
device in use had any negative resistance down to d.c. The results of the 
theoretical analysis were inconclusive and it was decided,therefore,to check 
up experimentally the presence of negative resistance. The experiments 
conducted can be classified into three main parts
(1) The Quasistatic Analysis.
(2) The Negative Resistance at VHF.
(3) The Negative Resistance at Injected Signal.
4.1 THE QUASISTATIC ANALYSIS
In this part of the experiment the circuit is first of all 
adjusted for high efficiency oscillations and then a measurement is made of 
the average voltage and current prior to the onset of the oscillations. The 
analysis is dynamic to the extent that it is capable of producing dynamic 
waveforms and static because use is made of the average voltage and current
• • • (45)values. A similar analysis has been reported by P.J.deWard and
( r nSnapp . Apparently Snapp's diode nB,T appears to be quite similar to
our devices.
4.1.1 THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
The arrangement of the test set up is given in the Fig 4.2.
In the main it consists of a coaxial circuit containing a device in g_ij. 
package located at one end of the line and various number of slugs some 
distance away from the diode. In the immediate vicinity of the diode a thin
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film resistor ( approx. 0 .3 ohm d.c. ), to monitor the current through the 
device and an aerial probe capacitively coupled to the cavity to monitor the 
dv/dt, are located. The diode is located in a 30 ohm collar, this along 
with other 30 ohm slugs in the neighbourhood acts like a charging line. The 
characteristic impedance of the line is chosen to be 50 ohm to properly match 
with other standard systems to be employed.
'I
The biasing circuit consists of a power supply ( Advance,type 
PP 1 ) and a pulser ( hp 214 ). The power supply provides a constant d.c. 
voltage Vo which acts like a pedestal for the pulse from hp 214. This 
arrangement was chosen to bias the diode beyond the breakdown voltage in the 
absence of high power pulser ( Velonex 350 ). The resistor and capacitor 
combination serves to limit the current from the power supply and to protect 
the pulser from d.c.voltage. The bias pulses ( average voltage and current 
through the device ) were measured using A.C. voltage probe P 6006 and the 
current probe P 6019 both of Tektronix make. These pulses were displayed 
on a storage dual trace scope Tektronix-76l3. The scope was externally 
triggered from the pulser hp 214. The pulse is coupled to the coaxial 
circuit via Microlah, HW-30N bias T which provides d.c. path for the bias
pulse and a very high impedance for R.F. output.
The power output at the frequency selected by the tuning slugs, 
mainly the first one, is measured by a peak power meter ( Narda-66A3A ) via 
a suitable coaxial detector ( Model 56 1 ) and -10 dB arm of the Narda ( 1.7- 
4.2. ) GHz. coupler. The capacitor in the bias T couples the r.f. to the peak
power meter and the Dectd. switch. At either end of the switch a spectrum
analyser ( hp-8 5 5 1 ) and a set of units to derive a trigger pulse for the 
Tektronix sampling scope ai'e connected. The r.f. trigger pulse is connected 
at the external trigger input on the 7T11 pannel of the sampling scope via 
the Countdown unit ( hp 1104 ), Tunnel Diode Mount ( hp 1106 ) and a high
66
pass filter ( hp 1109 ) and a. 10 dB attenuator.
The dynamic current and voltage waveforms were displayed on 
the scope via attenuators and a suitable sampling head ( S~4 ) housed in the 
vertical amplifier section ( 7 $ H  ) of the sampling scope. The attenuators 
are required to avoid any backwards and forward reflections between the 
sampling heads and the coaxial circuit.
4.1.2 THE PROCEDURE
After applying the bias to the circuit the slugs were adjusted 
till a clean waveform was displayed on the scope and a maximum power output 
was obtained. The duration and the repetition rate of the pulse was chosen 
to be a approximately 350 ns and 2 KHz. respectively.
The sequence of events leading to the conclusion that there 
exists a negative resistance at d.c. will be explained with the aid of a few 
oscillographs. It can be shown analytically that the average voltage and 
current measured by the probes ( P 6006 and P 6019 ) is the voltage across 
the device and the current through the device if the coaxial circuit can be 
assumed to be lossless.
In Fig 4.4 and 4.5 four oscillographs have been displayed 
for different bias conditions determined by the d.c pedestal voltage Vq.
In all these measurements the pulser voltage was unchanged. The variable 
control was kept at fully clockwise on the 50v range.
A close observation of these pulses reveals the mechanism 
by which the applied pulse amplitude decreases from its initial value for 
increasing d.c. voltages. This can be explained by looking at the reverse 
saturation characteristics of the device plotted in Fig 4.3. This was 
obtained at zero pulse voltage and the circuit was prevented from any possible 
oscillations. The d.c. pedestal voltage Vq was gradually increased and the 
current taken from the power supply via 9 .5 kilo ohm was recorded.
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Fig 4.3: REVERSE I-V CHARACTERISTICS OF THE DIODE.
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For voltages greater than about 86v the current through the 
device begins to increase rapidly and the pulse voltage is clipped. It is 
this clipping of the pulse voltage which results in the reduction of the 
pulse amplitude. In the following section the oscillographs in Fig 4.4 and
4.5 will be described and analysed.
Details of Fig. 4.4 ( trace a ):- The top and bottom traces are the pulse
voltage and current. The actual voltage is obtained by multiplying the
reading by 10 and the current scale is 2 mA, per mv. These traces correspond
to the case when Vq=0v and the pulse voltage was approximately 50v. There
are some ripples at the beginning and the end of the pulse which can be
looked upon either as the transient of the input pulse or the reflections
setup in the circuit. In either case these ripples are of some importance
(21)as suggested by East et al . These traces indicate almost constant
voltage and zero current during the entire period of the pulse.
Details of Fig. 4.4 ( trace b ):- In this case VQ = 30v and the pulse 
voltage was 50v and thus the total voltage across the device was 80v. Though
still there was no current flowing through the device the condition in this
case was significantly different than in the above case. This can be seen 
by the changes brought about at the beginning and the end of the voltage 
pulse. What in fact is happening in side the device is that the depletion 
layer capacitance is continuously decreasing for increasing total bias 
voltage. This change in capacitance changes the device impedance and hence 
the phase of the reflection coefficient at the diode. It can he seen that
the current begins to go round the bend of the reverse saturation charact­
eristics (Fig. 4.3) which marks the beginning of the rapid increase in 
current through the device.
Voltage Pulse
Current Pulse
Current Pulse 
Voltage Pulse
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Details of Fig. 4.5 ( trace a ):- In this case VQ - 57v and the pulse 
voltage is clipped to 38v. Many other traces for Vq greater than 30v and 
less than 57v were also taken which indicated a gradual increase in current 
through the device. In this case the total voltage across the diode is 
approximately 92v and it is almost the limiting value beyond which the 
oscillations setup and the peak power meter begins to show some r.f. output. 
Thus in this case there are no oscillations in the circuit. The device is 
being biased beyond its breakdown voltage.
The current pulse on this trace can he divided into three 
main segments. From the beginning of the pulse upto 75 ns the current 
increases from zero to approximately 580 m ^  in two steps. In the first 
step between zero to 20 ns the current reaches to approximately 480 m.A. 
and in the second step between 20 to 75 ns it first decreases to 400 m. . 
and then increases to 580 m.A.. Beyond 75 ns the current through the device 
decreases monotonically to 400 m.A.
The voltage pulse can also be divided into three periods as 
above. Initially the pulse voltage increases to about 42v from zero in 
first 20 ns. In the next portion the voltage pulse has many ripples which 
fluctuate between ±lv and finally the voltage increases from 38v to 42v.
It is obvious from the above discussion that beyond 75 ns 
there exists a negative resistance because during this period the average 
voltage increases with the corresponding decrease in the current. However 
the initial increase in the current from 480 to 580 m.A. at almost constant 
voltage just before the appearance of the negative resistance is due to the 
progressive reduction in the diode impedance. To illustrate this point 
more clearly an I-V characteristics derived from this trace has been plotted 
in Fig. 4.6. The existence of a turning over point at about 580 m.A. is 
clearly demonstrated by this characteristics. In this figure points between
Current Pulse
Voltage Pulse
Current Pulse
Voltage Pulse
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20 ns and JO ns have not been- taken into account to avoid any confusion due
(4 k )to reflections. Haitz D has given a detailed explanation of this
v
phenomenon and argues that the final portion of the bias pulse characterised 
by the increase in voltage and the corresponding reduction in the current 
is due to the junction temperature of the device and the d.c.negative 
resistance observed as indicated by Fig. 4.6 may be due to this effect.
Details of Fig. 4.5 ( trace b ):- This trace depicts the nature of the bias 
pulses when the circuit is oscillating. In this case Vq was 65v and the 
maximum voltage across the device was lOOv w h i c h  dropped back to approximately 
56v under oscillatory condition. The drop back in the voltage is accompanied 
by the corresponding rapid increase in current. In actual fact it is this 
increase in current which results in the voltage drop back. The oscillations 
seem to he beginning at approximately 720 m.A.
Thus it is concluded from this study that the device does 
appear to have negative resistance at d.c.for bias currents greater than 
580 m.A.and is determined by pulse to pulse temperature rise of the junction.
4.2 THE PRESENCE OF NEGATIVE RESISTANCE AT VHF
(21)Though East et al. had indicated that one possible mode 
of triggering the Trapatt oscillations could be the presence of VHF oscill­
ations in the circuit prior to the onset of the high efficiency oscillations, 
their findings were neither conclusive nor convincing. Here in this section 
first of all we will very clearly demonstrate the presence of VHF oscill­
ations, their growth and origin, then later on we will make use of these 
results to explain the starting mechanism of high efficiency Trapatt 
oscillations.
As fdr as we have been able to examine and verify^ the details
of the experiment reported in.this section are unique and have not been 
reported so far and it is expected that some new work will emerge out of 
these results.
The experimental setup for this part was essentially the same 
as reported in Fig. 4.2 except that the coaxial circuit containing various 
slugs e.t.c were replaced by a line simply containing the device in S-4 
package, the current and voltage probe. The rest of the circuit arrangement 
used was unaltered.
As in the previous case the pulse voltage was maintained at 
its maximum on 50v range and the d.c. pedestal voltage Vq was varied.to 
generate oscillographs reported here. To establish the origin of the VHF 
oscillations Fig. 4.7 is given which is the electrical equivalent of the 
circuit employed in this section. In the circuit shown in Fig. 4.7 VHF 
oscillations were seen to be devoloping at Vq = 59V. These oscillations 
were coherent, well defined, stable and capable of properly synchronising 
the trigger pulse to the sampling scope. These oscillations were able to 
grow as in any circuit giving rise to no doubt as to whether there is any 
negative resistance or not. Three traces have been shown in Fig. 4.8 to 
establish the growing nature of the VHF oscillations and their possible 
physical explanation. The trace a has been taken when the value of Vq was 
approximately 62v and the growing oscillations were observed at about 40 ns 
from the beginning of the pulse. This trace suggests that the negative 
resistance offered by the device to the circuit is more than the circuit 
resistance and hence the oscillations are maintained. However this negative
resistance reduces as the value of V is reduced as shown in the traces bo
and c and thus the oscillations are seen to decay.
To establish the origin of these VHF oscillations and their 
relationship with the circuit various oscillographs have been given in
74
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Details of Fig. 4.9 ( trace a ):- The conditions in this case were identical 
to one reported above. The cable between the points A and B was 1.1 meter 
long resulting in VHF oscillations at 48.7 MHz.
Details of Fig. 4.9 ( trace b ):- In this case an additional 1 meter cable 
was added between the pulser hp 214 and the 50 ohm (refer to Fig. 4.7 )•
The general nature and the frequency can he seen to be the same as reported 
above except that the signal is some what delayed.
In Fig. 4.10 three traces have been given to establish the
origin of these oscillations. The lengths of the cable and the correspon­
ding frequencies are marked on the traces.
It is concluded, on the basis of the traces given in Fig. 4.9
and 4.10, that the frequency of VHF oscillations is determined by the
transit time of the pulses between the device and the point marked B in 
Fig. 4.7. The graph given in Fig. 4.11 suggests that the frequency of these 
oscillations is inversely proportional to the cable length discussed above. 
The growing nature of these oscillations clearly demonstrates and confirms 
the presence of negative resistance at these frequencies.
Finally in the following sections, we will show that our 
experimental devices in the circuit considered also possess small signal 
negative resistance at 2 GHz., the fundamental frequency of the Trapatt 
oscillator.
4.3 AMPLIFICATION OF THE INJECTED SIGNAL
It was established in the previous two sections of this 
chapter that the device does have negative resistance at d.c, and also at 
VHF. However it does not mean that this negative resistance will still be 
available at microwave frequencies, though Bower has demonstrated that
Fig. 4.9 and 4.10,included are the details associated with them.
*  5 0 n V  ^ 2 0 n S
a  a  h  H H
J V ~ - v V V \ j \ j \ l \
(a) THE LENGTH OF THE CABLE 1.1 meter
VHF =48.7 MHz
(b) SIGNAL DELAYED BY 1 Meter CABLE
VHF = 48.7 MHz
Fig 4.9 : VHF OSCILLATIONS AT 48.7 MHz
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( a )
L= 2.10 in 
f= 29 MHz.
(b )
L= 1 .98 HI; 
f= 32 MHz.
(c)
L= 0.44 m. 
f= 66.7 MHz.
*  5 OmV -  J M n S
f
.  4  A  ,
s  i \ n  
' V  v  v
P
ft r t.t <
Fig. 4.10 : VARIOUS TRACES OF VHF OSCILLATIONS
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a device which possess negative resistance at d.c.will maintain this nature
at least upto the avalanche resonance frequency ( In our case this frequency
will "be approximately ik GHz. for a transit angle of tt radians; f = V /2W,s
Vg is the saturated drift velocity of the carrier and W the width of the 
depletion layer ). It is the intention of this section to show that the 
device does have some negative resistance round about 2 GHz. In the 
following section of this chapter the method will he outlined and the results 
will be reported.
4.3.1 THE EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT
In the main the test setup for this part of the experiment 
was similar to one reported to show the presence of VHF oscillations in the 
section 4.2, with the additions as indicated in Fig. 4.12. The main addi­
tions are, Pulser 2 which is used to provide an amplitude modulated pulse 
to modulate the r.f, signal from the oscillator. This pulser is externally 
triggered by the triggered output pulse of the Pulser 1 ( hp 214 ). The 
modulated r.f„ the signal to be injected, is fed to the coaxial circuit via 
the coupler ( SL-4590 ), the circulator ( SC-3590 ) and the coupling capa­
citor of the bias T. Tektronix scope 7704 is used to ensure that the modu­
lated r.f and the pulse from the Pulser 1 appear at appropriate times. The 
sampling scope is triggered by the modulated r.f.signal in the usual way via 
the high pass filter ( hp 1109A )•, the tunnel diode mount ( hp 1106A ) and 
the trigger countdown ( hp 1104A ). The delay line 7M11 and suitable length 
of the coaxial cables are necessary to use for the purpose of delaying the 
signal with respect to the triggering signal.
4.3.2 THE TEST PROCEDURE
To begin with it is ensured that the bias pulse arrives at 
the diode plane during the flat portion of the modulated r.f. signal. In
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other words the bias pulse and the modulated r.f. are aligned as shown in 
Fig.4.13 (a) avoiding the ripples seen on the lower trace. The system is 
ready for use once this adjustment is done.
4.3.3 THE PRINCIPLE
The priwcilple of operation is based on the reflection mech­
anism at the diode plane. In this section we will deal with this aspect 
and establish the condition favourable for the existence of the negative 
resistance. In general the reflection coefficient at the device plane can 
be expressed as equation (4 .4 )
P
where
= admittance of the cavity in the immediate vicinity of
the diode.
X,(t) = admittance of the device, d
V = reflected voltage.
V+ = incident voltage.
<|> = phase angle between the reflected and the incident
voltage.
It is evident from equation (4.4) that the total voltage at 
the diode plane will be given by the equation (4.5 ):-
va ( t )  = v _ ( t )  + v+( t )
= V+(t) { 1 + pd(t) } (I*.5)
Y - Y,(t) (t) = -2----!---
Yo + V t }
V (t)
?+ ( t )
P e '0<j> (4.4)
The Bias Pulse
Modulated R.F.
Fig. 4.13(a) : THE TRACE SHOWING THE BIAS PULSE AND THE MODULATED R.F.
Fig. 4.13(h) : THE GRAPH SHOWING THE VARIATION OF THE REFLECTION COEFF
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From equation (4.4) it can be seen that |P^(t)|^ 1 for the 
positive values of Re{Yd(t)} and thus.under this condition th.e total voltage 
at the diode will always be less than 2V+(t). However if l^fa)! were to be 
greater than unity then the voltage will be greater than 2V,(t) and this can
Hr
happen only when Re{Y^(t)} is negative. In Fig. 4.13(b) a graph is plotted 
to show the variation of l^^)! Tor different values of Re{Z^(t)}. The 
curve clearly demonstrates that |Pd(t)| > 1 for Re{Z^(t)} <0.
It is concluded from the above discussion that if it can be 
established that the signal being reflected back from the diode is greater 
than the incident signal then it must mean that there is a net gain and 
this can take place only when the injected signal is being terminated into 
a negative impedance. To investigate into this the calibration and chara­
cterization of the circulator is necessary.
4.3.4 THE CHARACTERIZATION AND CALIBRATION OF THE CIRCULATOR
By characterization we mean the performance of the circulator 
for different frequencies. Ideally the circulator is meant to be used within 
2 to 4 GHz band. The input VSWR between the adjacent ports were measured 
by terminating the other ports into a matched load. These were measured to 
be 1.3,3.6 and 20.0 at 2.0,1.6 and 1.3 GHz respectively. The input VSWR 
values very strongly suggest that the performance of the circulator is not 
going to be dependable at the lower end of its frequency limits and it 
deteriorates very rapidly below 1.6 GHz.
By calibration we mean the determination of the coupling 
coefficients between various ports of the circulator. These coefficients 
are required to estimate exactly the strengths of the signal which couples 
into the coaxial circuit and reflects back from the diode for a known signal. 
In Fig. 4.14 four such coupling coefficients (only the magnitudes) K^, Kg,
t
and along with their conditions of measurement have been defined.
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It is not really possible to estimate the phase angles 
associated with these coupling coefficients, however, it is realised that 
they play a significant role in the system. It is possible to define these 
coefficients in terms a 2X2 scattering matrix. Under ideal conditions 
K± = Kg’ * 1 and Kg = K = 0.
4.3.5 THE EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
In the main experiment the r.f modulated signal is fed via 
a 10 dB attenuator at the port 3 of the circulator. V^(-v) couples in the 
arm 1 and Kp into the arm 2 of the coupler.. If arm 1 was not terminated
t
in a matched load then additional IC K_ VJ4) would couple into the arm 2 as2 1 o
the signal reflected back from the mismatch in the arm 1. The input signal 
at the port 3 is measured on the sampling scope. Port 1 is terminated into 
a movable short and the total signal coming out of the port 2 appearing at 
- 10 dB arm of the coupler is displayed on the sampling scope. It was found 
that an accurate estimate of the magnitudes of the signal direct from the 
screen was not possible, therefore, it was decided to trace them by a pen 
recorder-which was suitably calibrated for different positions of the 
movable short. In Fig. 4.15(a) and (b) traces marked 1 to 21 represent 
the total signal at port 2 of the circulator for different positions of the 
short. Trace 4 corresponds to the maximum signal ( 0.62v ) and traces 9 5 
17 and 2 1 correspond to the minimum signal ( 0.52v ) for an input signal 
of 0.63v at 2 GHz. From these traces ( 1 to 21 ) a graph was plotted between 
peak to peak amplitude and its corresponding position. The graph is shown 
in Fig. 4.16 giving the variation of this amplitude. The maximum and mini­
mum values are neither properly spaced nor well defined. This could he due 
to some inaccuracies in estimating the values and due to various disconti­
nuities and losses in the system. The graph clearly demonstrate that the
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the maximum value under the short circuit measurement is approximately
0.62v.
The short circuit plunger was next replaced by the coaxial
circuit along with its bias circuit. The pulse voltage was kept at the
maximum on 50v range and the pedestal voltage Vq was varied. At about 36v
some conduction current begins to flow through the device as the breakdown
voltage is approached. Beyond the total voltage of approximately 86v the
device ceases to hehave like a capacitor .and the resulting waveforms are no
more sinusoidal. However at about approximately 48v ( pedestal voltage Vq )
the device changes settle down and the sinusoidal nature is restored. In
Fig. 4.17 two traces have been given one at V « 36v and the other at
o
Vq ^ 58v. The total current at these voltages were zero and approximately 
400 m A. Peak to peak voltage at 58v was 0.72v. TM.s suggests that the 
net gain at 2 GHz was atleast 2.02 dB, because the signal reflected hack 
from the short circuit measurement was estimated to he 0 .57v.
The experiment was also repeated by reducing the input signal
strength by a factor of approximately 2.2. The gain on the similar "basis
was estimated to be 1 . 5  dB. This suggests that the gain of the injected
signdl is a function of the input signal level.
Thus it is concluded from the experimental results given 
above that the device has small signal negative resistance at 2.0 GHz.
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CHAPTER 5-
THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
Trapatt oscillator circuits have been designed and realised 
in various configurations of standard microwave transmission line systems 
including coaxial line, microstrip and stripline. However for general 
experimental purposes the coaxial line circuits offer the maximum flexi- 
i bility, ease in fabrication and realisation. For our experiments we have
used 50 ohms coaxial air line ( The diameter of the outer and the inner 
conductors being 7 and 3 m.rn respectively ) in which the packaged diode is 
mounted at one end. This line is suitable upto 20 GHz. In this chapter 
various details of the oscillator circuit and the explanation of the 
individual components have been described in detail, though in the fourth 
chapter a mention was made of the circuit employed.
5.1 THE DIODE AND ITS PACKAGE
In a coaxial line a packaged device can be mounted in either
of the two possible arrangements, namely the ” end ,! or M shunt 11 mounting.
In our circuit the diode was mounted at one end of the line in such way that 
•f ,the P end of the device was embeded into the central conductor of the line. 
For accurate characterisation of the circuit it is important to know the 
details of the package and the device. In our case a coaxial ceramic S-4 
package ( Ceramic International Corporation, type A 251 ) is used. The 
mechanical details and the associated parts of the package are shown in
Fig. 5.1(a). The lumped equivalent circuit of the package upto 12 GHz is 
shown in Fig. 5-1(b). Corbey and Owen have described in detail
the significance of various elements in Fig. 5 ‘1 (b)* In the diagram the 
distributed inductance and capacitance is represented by its lumped 
equivalents. The inductance L is mainly due to the central post also known 
as pedestal, eft and are the capacitances between the top hat and the
bottom and top of the post through an air gap and the ceramic ring.
(49,50) (51)Getsmger and Owen have reported more complicated equivalent
circuitsj the use of a particular circuit depends upon the application and
the required accuracy, For the work reported in this chapter the it network
shown in Fig.5 .1 (b) has been used. The device is packaged in 11
* • it • * 4* •flip chip configuration. The P end is metalised using either Titanium- 
Ehodium Gold or Titanium Gold. For the purpose of contacting 50 ym gold is
plated on the metalisation prior to thermal compression bonding of the
• 4" • * * ■device on the post. The N end of the device is also metalised m  the
similar manner prior to thermal compression bonding of low inductance 25 ym
gold wire in a " criss-cross ” fashion. The top hat of the package is
welded on the projection. In general ” flip chip ” mounting is preferred
over the " faceup ” mounting to obtain better heat distribution and to
. . . (46)reduce the current distribution variation. Haitz has shown that the
temperature difference between the diode centre and the heatsink is appro­
ximately three times higher for the faceup mounted compared with the flip 
chip mounted diode.
5*2 THE AIR COOLED DETACHABLE HEATSINK
The detachable heatsink is shown in Fig. 5 .2 (a). It holds 
the device to provide good electrical and mechanical contact and also serves 
as an additional heatsink. The mounting surface also provides a reference
94
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Fig. 5.1(a) : THE S-4 PACKAGE
t — n r n m m m v — »
*    4b
Fig. 5.1(b) LUMPED EQUIVALENT CIRCUIT OF THE Sr,4 PACKAGE
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Detachable Heatsink Device Collar The Sing Carrier
Fig. 5.2(b) : THE OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
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plane for the system. As shown in the Figure the top hat of the package 
is clamped in the sprung collet which, can he tightened by the knurled head 
at the extreme end of the detachable heatsink. It is not possible to observe 
the current waveform with this arrangement, however, it can be done by 
replacing this heatsink with a suitable current probe to be described later 
in the chapter.
5.3 THE COLLAR AND THE TRIGGERING LINE
It was mentioned in the first chapter that a 50 ohm line is 
incapable of supplying large charging current required to initiate Trapatt 
oscillations. The combination of the collar and the triggering line provides 
the extra capacitance required to supply the large current. The collar and 
the next three slugs are all of 30 ohm characteristic impedance and form the 
triggering line. Though the circuit is capable of operating at other impe­
dances, the best optimum results are obtained at 30 ohm as suggested by
(lU ) , N .Summers et al. (Fig. 2 ). It is also known that this impedance is a
function of the junction diameter of the device and for devices of junction
-k  -2area 2 to 3 10 cm this value is 30 ohm. All the slugs used were air 
filled and 9 mm in lengtfi., however, the collar was PTFE ( Gr = 2.2 ) filled 
and approximately 6 mm in length. PTFE is chosen to support the central 
conductor of the line and to achieve the required impedance. Overall 
general mechanical configuration of these and the tuning slugs is such that 
a good electrical contact is made with the walls of the coaxial line. A 
free movement of these slugs should he possible and they should not get 
disturbed on their own from their positions previously adjusted. To obtain
a suitable solution the arrangment shown in Fig. 5*2 (a) and (b) was used.
5.4 THE TUNING SLUGS AND THE SLUG CARRIERS
A slug can be represented by a it network, the discontinuity
98
capacitances at either ends of the slug constitute.to.additional shunt 
elements. In the oscillator circuit four tuning slugs haye been used. All 
the slugs were 9 mm long ( air filled ) and their characteristic impedances 
were 10 and 15 ohms. The shape of these slugs is shown in Fig. 5»2(a). The 
position of the first tuning slug ( 10 ohm ) starting from the device end 
approximately determines the oscillator frequency, in general this separa­
tion is slightly less than half the wavelength at the operating frequency.
The general characteristics of the tuning slugs and the coaxial circuit, 
when adjusted for high efficiency operation, is found to be that of a low 
pass filter. Ideally this low pass filter should act like a short circuit 
at the harmonics of the fundamental Trapatt frequency. Thus any high 
frequency components are contained within the cavity between the diode and 
the first tuning slug. These slugs also perform the function of an impedance 
transformer to match the r.f,load to the rest of the circuit. To achieve 
proper movement,the slug, finger and C shaped carrier assembly was used, 
in a split line as shown in Fig. 5»2(a) and (b). The voltage and current 
waveforms can be observed by replacing the detachable heatsink with the 
current probe and a different collar to accommodate a voltage derivative 
probe. These two probes are shown in Fig. 5*3 and will be described in the 
following section.
5-5 THE VOLTAGE PROBE
The electric field probe which was used to measure the deri­
vative of the voltage across the diode is shown in Fig. 5*3(b). The probe is
coupled capacitively to the electric field between the end of the central 
conductor and the shorting plane. The probe consists of an OSSM semi-rigid
cable ( outer diameter being 2 . 1 5  Him ) with an extended central conductor
at one end and an OSM connector at the other end. For accurate location
99
Fig. 5.3(a) : THE CURRENT PROBE
Fig. 5.3(b) : THE VOLTAGE PROBE
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radially just above the diode;the stem of the OSM connector was threaded 
with the corresponding threads in the collar. When screwed into the collar 
the extended end of the inner conductor does not penetrate too far into the 
cavity and thus it is assumed that the existing field pattern in the 
vicinity of the diode is not disturbed.
5.6 THE CURRENT PROBE
A current probe consists of a thin film disc resistance in 
series with the device. The voltage developed across the resistor is a 
direct measure of the current through the device. To reduce the losses and 
hence the degradation of the oscillator circuit it is essential that the 
d.c value of this monitoring resistance should be as low as possible. In 
our case this value was 0.3 ohm. General assembly of the probe is shown in 
Fig. 5*3(a). A very good electrical contact and satisfactory mechanical 
fitting of this resistance with the device and the circuit is very important. 
In order to avoid unwanted reflectios it is essential to use some suitable 
attenuators between the current monitoring resistance and the sampling 
scope.
5.7 THE TRIGGER COUNTDOWN, TUNNEL DIODE MOUNT AND HIGH PASS FILTER
It was mentioned earlier in the fourth chapter that these 
units are used in the system for external triggering of the Tektronix 
sampling scope. The facility of the internal triggering available within 
the scope is not suitable for signals above 1 GHz. and hence the use of these 
units in observing the Trapatt waveforms becomes essential. A typical setup 
incorporating these units in conjunction with the sampling scope is shown in 
Fig. 5.4. This system is capable of displaying signals upto 18 GHz. The 
only front panel adjustment available is the M stability " control on the
101
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Trigger Countdown unit ( hp 1104a ). This control is able, to adjust the
frequency of the tunnel diode oscillator around its centre frequency of 100
MHz in such a way that a stable operation occurs at a submultiple frequency
of the input signal. Details of these units are availabe in the Hewlett 
( 52)Packard manual
103
It is now known that Trapatt devices are one of the most 
suitable semiconductor candidates for high power high efficiency applications
(53)in L and S bands. The efficiency from a single device upto Ql% have
been reported, however to achieve this value the researchers have exploited 
the knowledge they gained from the impedance measurements. Kappelar has 
successfully employed ” active harmonic loading ” at the third harmonics to 
enhance the efficiency and to improve the stability. Power from many such 
devices has been successfully combined to show their suitability for various 
system applications in communication and navigational aids. Although the 
technology and the understanding of the device and its interaction with the 
circuit has greatly improved since 19 6 7, the starting mechanism of the 
Trapatt oscillations has not yet been resolved .and the vast amount of 
literature available on this aspect has created more confusion. Various 
authors from time to time have proposed various mechanisms and to substanti­
ate their claims they have produced either experimental or computed results. 
Probably they are all justified in their remarks to some varying degree.
It is our belief that for accurate physical understanding of this type of 
oscillations it is absolutely crucial and important to know the necessary 
and sufficient boundary conditions to start the oscillations. It is this 
conviction which forms the.basis of this chapter.
Perhaps the most comprehensive survey of all such mechanisms 
in relation to t.d.t oscillators and their possible locii has been given by
CHAPTER 6
EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION OF THE STARTING CHARACTERISTICS
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Blakey which he calls as " mode chart for starting in t.d.t oscill­
ators ". The mode chart is shown in Fig. 6.1. We will follow our indepen­
dent approach and finally trace the path on this chart. On the basis of the 
results reported in the fourth chapter a possible route is likely to be via 
low frequency oscillations at VHF , however the results of the detailed 
investigations reported in this chapter do not seem to confirm it.
6.1 VARIOUS KNOWN STARTING MECHANISMS
In the first chapter a reference was made of different ways
in which the Trapatt oscillations can possibly start. Here in this section
We will expand on these ideas and establish the validity and truth of their
claims. Among various modes which have appeared in the literature, perhaps,
(55-71)most authors believe that the presence of Impatt type oscillations
is essential for the ultimate appearance of high power high efficiency type
of oscillations. After the initial proclamation of Prager et al.in April •
( 63>1967 regarding this mode , probably Clorfeme and Hughes were the first
to indicate and confirm that for avalanche devices capable of operating in
" anomalous mode ", which posses neither d.c. nor small signal negative
resistance, the presence of Impatt oscillations is necessary. The most
common theory appears to be that the transit time oscillations are setup at
small currents as a result of avalanche and transft time delays, these
oscillations grow as the average current is increased and ultimately large
signal Impatt oscillations trigger the Trapatt oscillations. In all such
cases the circuit configuration was so chosen that it was possible to tune
simultaneously for the Impatt and the Trapatt frequency. In this approach
no justification has been given about possible relationship between the two
frequencies. It would seem that these two are not necessarily related at
(17)all. However there are some including Snapp who believe that the
SATISFACTORY OPERATION
Fig. 6.1 : MODE CHART FOR STARTING IN t.d.t OSCILLATORS
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Trapatt frequency is subharmonically related to the Impatt frequency. This 
appears to "be more logical but it rais.es a very serious question. The 
question which has to be answered is whether the Impatt frequency is genera­
ted first and then the Trapatt or some higher harmonics of final Trapatt 
frequency is present in the system as a result of suitable circuit condi­
tions.
It has been established that the Trapatt devices are very
good harmonic generators and an improvement in final conversion efficiency
can be obtained by suitably extracting power at these harmonics. It has
(72)been reported by Carroll that upto 25th harmonics are present in a
(73)Trapatt oscillator. Snapp has obtained 3.8% efficiency at the 12th
harmonic (20.1 GHz) and reported that the initiating current for optimum 
generation of the third harmonic is cosiderahly less than that associated 
with the efficient fundamental generation. This means that higher harmonics 
are generated at lower currents and thus it is possible that instead of just 
the Impatt frquency any suitable harmonics may be present before the high 
efficiency Trapatt oscillations. Thus it is concluded that higher freque­
ncies present in the system prior to the onset of the Trapatt oscillations 
are harmonically related.
While discussing this mode, we feel that it will substanti­
ate our claim later in the chapter, if at this stage we report some results 
hy Cripps et al,^7^ .  To confirm the role of Impatt oscillations in initi­
ating the Trapatt mode they operated two devices in push-pull configuration 
and found that a good diode is able to force a poor Trapatt diode into 
oscillation when placed in this configuration. Such poor diodes showed no 
sign of high efficiency ospillations in a single diode conventional circuits. 
The authors argue that it would appear that whilst many diodes are capable 
of maintaining a Trapatt type oscillations, fewer posses the characteristics
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required to initiate these oscillations by themselves. By placing an X band 
impatt as the test device in a push-pull circuit and operating it -with, a 
good Trapatt diode they were able to confirm their claim. It should be 
added that the impatt device when operated in a single diode conventional 
circuit did not oscillate in the Trapatt mode. In Fig. 6.2 (a) and 6.2 (b) 
the results obtained by Cripps et al. have been reported. Fig. 6.2 (a) 
displays the bias voltage pulse showing the flat drop in the voltage indica­
ting the presence of Trapatt oscillations. In the beginning of the pulse 
some high frequency Impatt type oscillations could be observed but the point 
to be noted is that they are not growing in amplitude. However between 
these and the stable Trapatt oscillations there is unusually long period 
of " jitter ". The total period before Trapatt oscillations are observed 
is 400 ns which represents about half the period of the applied pulse. This 
violates the common theory that a few cycles of Impatt oscillations appear 
prior to the onset of the Trapatt oscillations. The authors rightly argue 
the results that it does not suggest that Impatt oscillations play no role 
on the starting of Trapatt oscillations, but it would certainly seem to 
suggest that the starting is not simply one strong Impatt oscillations lead­
ing immediately to Trapatt oscillations. Fig. 6 .2 (b) displays the 
resulting Trapatt voltage waveform as seen on the sampling scope.
We conclude from the above results that though the authors 
did observe some Inrpatt oscillations in the beginning, it almost certainly 
was not responsible for triggering the Trapatt oscillations, thus it can 
also be argued that the presence of Impatt type of oscillations is not a 
precondition to observe the Trapatt type of oscillations. In fact our 
results do confirm this point of view.
Parametric mode has also been suggested as a possible 
triggering mode. In these situations a high frequency source of energy is
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IMPATT
Fig. 6.2(a) : THE BIAS PULSE REPORTED BY CRIPPS
Fig. 6.2(b): THE DYNAMIC VOLTAGE WAVEFORM REPORTED BY CRIPPS
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required for pumping the nonlinear reactance of the device. It has been 
suggested by Clorfeine and Snapp et al. 9 that such a pump freque­
ncy is " self generated " by the device. In a degenerate case this pump
frequency ( f ) equals exactly twice the signal frequency ( f ). If f P s p
is near 2fg , a modulation of f results with the unavoidable generation of 
new ( idling ) frequencies in the mixing process. For most efficient energy 
transfer from f^ to fg, power flow at all idler frequencies except ( F^-fg
(77)= f^ ) must be prevented. Evans and Haddad have given a detailed
analytical treatment of this process and have concluded that in proper 
circuit, parametric frequency conversion may result in a negative conductance 
at the input and outputs of the converter, therefore, high gain frequency 
conversion and parametric amplifications are possible.
Though Trapatt oscillations appear to have a superficial 
resemblence with the parametric operation in so far as both seem to need a 
high frequency pump and that it predicts the major features to be expected
i.e-a fall off of power with frequency and three frequency systems having 
gains predictable from the analysis of the Manley and Rowe equations. The 
parametric label does not appear to be appropriate because an order of 
magnitude more power is sometimes attainable at the Trapatt ( low ) frequ­
ency than is obtainable at the pump frequency. Thus the power frequency 
scaling laws observed in simple parametric systems seem to be completely 
violated. It would seem logical to think that those workers who observed 
the presence of high frequency oscillations prior to the onset of the low 
frequency ones, were mistakenly driven into their conclusions because of the 
nonlinear capacitance characteristics of the Trapatt diodes and their prev­
ious knowledge of parametric behaviour of such devices. It would seem as if 
both the Impatt and the Parametric mode are one and the same as far as the 
starting characteristics of Trapatt is concerned.
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There is a growing tendency, among recent researchers, to 
believe that the Trapatt oscillations start in a conventional relaxation 
mode. Theoretical analysis and experimental results seem to support this 
view very strongly. The most distinguishing feature of this type of oscill­
ations is that the frequency of oscillation is determined by the RC time 
constant in the bias circuit and its value increases with the bias current. 
One major difference between the relaxation oscillator circuit and the 
conventional experimental coaxial circuit ( t.d.t ) as pointed out by 
Tantraporn and Blakey is the manner in which the energy is stored
in two eases. In the first case the energy storage is mainly electrostatic 
( often mainly in the depletion capacitance of the device ) , where as in 
t.d.t circuit the energy storage is mainly electromagnetic, in the elements 
of the transmission line. This remarkable difference would lead to a very 
simple and easily realisable oscillator circuit. Qualitatively this type of 
oscillators fall into the category of astable multivibrators, in which the 
conducting and nonconducting i.e. on-off conditions keep on shifting between 
two active, devices and the repetition rate or the frequency is determined by 
the RG time constants in the two stages. There is very close resemblence 
between this and the actual Trapatt cycle, however in the later case it is 
only one device which keeps on changing its conditions and ofcourse the 
total period is the sum of on and off periods.
Perhaps the most important work on this mode was first 
reported by Hoefflinger in 1966. By suitably designing the device he
was able to observe the oscillations starting from 100 MHz.upto 10 GHz. He 
invoked the idea of " the space charge feed back 11 as a possible explanation 
for low frequency oscillations. It is reported that saw tooth wave shaped 
repet ition frequency was determined by the circuit and the driving current,
while the shape depended mainly on the circuit. It is suggested that the
I l l
cut off frequency pf oscillation can be obtained in terms of the depletion 
capacitance, the value of the negative resistance and the hulk resistance. 
Hoefflinger*s, idea seems to he very useful in explaining some of the 
phenomena observed in the present day Trapatt devices, which may well have 
some small region of almost intrinsic layer very close to the metallurgical 
junction.
Ward and Udelson first in 1967 reported the relaxation
/ Q "I \
behaviour pf an avalanche diode and later in 1968 Carlson presented
some experimental results to confirm Ward's computed calculations. Various 
salient features of this mode were clearly demonstrated by these two workers. 
However Ward's simple circuit as shown in Fig. 6.3 (a) was criticised for 
low efficiency of about l4%, a figure very low in comparision to the values 
achieved using t.d.t circuits. A major step forward in this direction was
/ rrO \
the theoretical and experimental work of Yu and Tantraporn and
Blakey's computed results. The reported results by these two workers
almost completely put a shadow on the previous findings.
The oscillator circuit employed for simulation by Ward and 
Udelson was such that the Trapatt charging rate was determined by R and the 
combined external and depletion capacitance of the device. Looking at the 
circuit, the main drawback appears to be the position of R, which has to 
serve many functions simultaneously. It acts as r.f, load, a tuning element 
and dissipates power, therefore a proper choice of its value becomes very 
difficult as it has to compromise between conflicting requirements. The 
circuit shown in Fig. 6.3 (b) and (c) is a possible improvement and was 
suggested by Blakey Though there is some flexibility and improvement
in the circuit performance.by isolating the resistance from d.c.and reducing 
its effect on tuning as in Fig. 6.3 (b), the most significant improvement 
is obtained when employing the circuit shown in Fig. 6.3 (c). The inductance
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Fig. 6.3(a) : WARD AND UDELSON’S RELAXATION OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
Fig. 6.3(b) : - BLAKEX*S RELAXATION OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
Fig, 6.3(c) ; BLAKEY’S. IMPROVED RELAXATION OSCILLATOR CIRCUIT
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thus the desired frequency component may he optimised. The inductance L
also acts as a r.f. choke to other higher harmonics. This circuit is almost
( 7fi )identical to the one used by Yu and Tantraporn in their pure mode
configuration.
Using the circuit configuration of Fig. 6.3 (e) Blakey 
has indicated that an efficiency upto 30% should he possible for the same 
devices which produced upto 40% efficiency when used in a t.d.t circuit.
The major feature of this circuit is that the Trapatt oscillations can start 
without delay as compared to t.d.t circuit in which it can take upto half 
of the pulse duration before stable Trapatt oscillations are observed. Yu 
and Tantraporn and Blakey both reach • the same conclusion. Yu and Tantra­
porn have demonstrated that the Trapatt action can be initiated within one 
capacitive charging time, instead of being considerably delayed as is 
necessary in the conventional circuits. These results clearly demonstrate 
that the presence and growth of Impatt type of oscillations is not a pre­
condition for ultimate Trapatt oscillations and in fact Yu et al.do reach
to this conclusion and comment that it is not necessary to initiate the
Trapatt by the Impatt mode. They further say that it is desirable to have 
resonance mode so that, with synchronisation, Trapatt oscillations can be 
obtained at lower current levels.
There are some other research workers who have obtained
• • . . . . (19)similar mode of oscillations including Bogan and Frey , Zappert and
Lee j Dalman, Zappert and Lee and Shackle Shackle has
reported an I-V characteristics displaying the presence of negative 
resistance and apparently it resembles very closely with the similar curve 
reported in the fourth chapter. It is also interesting to note that the 
circuits used by Yu et al.and Blakey reported earlier bear a close 
resemblence with the circuit reported by Shackle. Bogan and Frey
L is approximately resonant with the.series combination o£ and Cq and
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through their numerical calculations, have established.that high frequency 
oscillations often observed prior to the onset of the. Trapatt oscillations 
are shown to be of relaxation type rather than impatt. They have also 
indicated some other modes of triggering the high efficiency oscillations 
to be dealt later in the chapter.
The numerical calculations of Matsumura and Abe and the
(Or \
experimental results of Torizuka and Yanai have produced slightly
different results than reported so far. Matsumura's results indicate that 
the anomalous mode is not necessarily triggered by large signal impatt type 
oscillations. It is suggested that these oscillations start more easily 
when a period of relaxation oscillation is approximately equal to the time 
lag of the circuit response. The calculations confirm Torizuka's results 
that under steady state conditions the voltage waveform of the anomalous 
mode can be constructed by the superposition of the saw-tooth and the 
positive spike waves.
Clorfeine and Hughes report yet another possible mode
of triggering. They report that d.c, current voltage curves obtained for 
the silicon devices capable of oscillating in high power anomalous mode do 
not show a negative resistance characteristic, as such, however a d.c. negative 
resistance is seen to exist as a result of transit time oscillations. 
Clorfeine points out that the presence of this induced d.c, negative 
resistance is probably the triggering mechanism for anomalous mode of osci­
llations .
Perhaps it is an appropriate place to report that O' Callaghan 
et al.^7  ^reported in Jan 1970 that the devices capable of oscillating in 
the anomalous mode do posses d.c. negative resistance. This experimental 
result is quite opposite to the one reported above. They conclude that 
although d.c. negative resistance is not necessary condition for anomalous 
mode operation, it is a good guide to the diode structure required for high
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efficiency.oscillationsj and• in general, it can be stated.that the presence 
of d.c. negative resistance is desirable for the operation of the. anomalous 
mode but undesirable for normal transit time oscillations.
So far we have reported and criticised the existing postulates 
and theories of possible starting mechanisms of the Trapatt oscillations 
and we can safely conclude that it is not necessary that large signal 
impatt oscillations must exist in the circuit to trigger the Trapatt 
oscillations.
Finally we consider that mode of triggering mechanism which
/ OO \ /rr \
was initially considered and still believed to be an undesirable
feature of the avalanche oscillator circuits namely 11 the bias circuit
(88)oscillation Brackett has given a very good detailed analytical,
theoretical, physical and experimental explanation of their nature and 
origin. It is not required to comment on various results put forward by 
Brackett as his explanations are very clear, however, it is essential to 
mention that he concludes that the presence of low frequency instabilities 
extending from d.c.to several tens and perhaps hundreds of megahertz in Si 
or Ge devices is an unavoidable fact of life. He has also mentioned that 
for the type of the devices which were in use at that time these low fre­
quency oscillations should be eliminated otherwise the ultimate device 
failure through ” burn out " is destined. However, nowadays the avalanche 
devices and their technology has considerably changed and it seems that 
these low frequency oscillations play a vital role in starting the Trapatt 
oscillations.
(2 1 ) .In 1975 East et al. reported for the first time that VHF
oscillations, which are established in the circuit due to a combination of 
d.c.space charge negative resistance and a.c. rectification negative 
resistance, is responsible for triggering the Trapatt oscillations. He 
appears to have confused between two different phenomena i.e. the bias
the active device.plays a vital pole-as has been shown by Brackett however
in the later case the device plays a secodary role of encouraging the
ringing which is established in the circuit when a fast rise pulse is
( l9 )applied to the circuit . This ringing causes an over voltage m  the 
bias voltage and therefore yields a faster Trapatt turn on.
Thus in our view the bias circuit ringing had been the sole 
cause of the VHF oscillations in the results experimentally obtained by 
East et al. because the modern Trapatt devices do not show any d.c. negative 
resistance solely due to the space charge effects as claimed by Bower in 
19 6 8, however the second explanation of a.c. rectification at VHF appears to 
be valid.. we personally feel that the true triggering mechanism need not 
be the presence of low frequency oscillations in the system. The validity 
of the statement will become clear later in the chapter when the results 
of our experiment will be discussed.
In the following sections of this chapter the details of the 
experimental approach and the results to establish the starting mechanism 
will be described.
6.2 DETAILS QF THE EXPERIMENT
The details of the test setup and relevant individual 
elements of the oscillator circuit have been described in the fourth and 
fifth chapters. The experimental arrangement chosen for this part of the
experiment was exactly the same as in Fig. 4.2. The main aim and object
of this investigation was to determine which one or the combination of a 
few mechanisms mentioned above was responsible for initiating the Trapatt
oscillations in our t.d.t circuit. It is absolutely essential to locate
l l 6
circuit oscillation and the bias circuit ringing, In the previous case
the beginning of the pulse to establish the mode of triggering. Using the
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arrangement outlined in Fig. 4.2, the signal displayed on the screen of the 
sampling scope does not contain the front of the pulse because of the delays 
hetween the signal and the trigger pulse. To resolve this problem the 
signal was suitably delayed by introducing a delay line in its path. It 
was found that the standard G.R.A.cable was very lossy and dispersive and 
hence the delay line 7M11 available as an optional extra with the Tektronix ’ 
sampling scope was used. Though this delay line, capable of introducing a 
total of 15 0 ns delay, was also lossy and dispersive was found to be 
adequate for our experiment. After having located the front of the pulse, 
we need to know exactly the location of a particular point on the pulse.
To he able to do this various coarse and fine delay controls were required 
to be calibrated. The calibration process is described in the following 
section.
6.2.1 THE CALIBRATION OF THE DELAY CONTROLS
The calibration described in this section concerns the 
. " delay " controls on each vertical amplifiers ( 7S11 ) of the sampling 
scope and fine " Time Position Control " on the time base ( 7 H 1  ) • At the 
top of the Fig. 6.4(a) we have given a skeleton sketch of the system used 
for calibration purposes. A sweep generator precisely set at 2 GHz, and 
checked by the frequency counter was used as a reference signal. The scope 
was externally triggered by this sinusoidal signal.
First of all the " delay " controls were calibrated in the 
steps of 5 ns. The displayed signal was moved till the point B aligned 
with the point A, shown in the bottom traces of Fig. 6.4(a), this position 
of the ’’ delay 11 control was marked, the control was further rotated again 
till once again the traces aligned. This control in both the amplifiers 
offers a maximum delay of 12.9 ns. The delays offered by the coarse and 
fine 11 Time Position Controls ” were determined by the " Time Position
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h- 500 Ps^
F ig .  6.4(a) : THE SKETCH AND WAVEFORMS SHOWING THE CALIBRATION PROCESS
Range n selected. The ranges we were normally concerned were either 0.5 ps 
or 50 ns, and corresponding to these the coarse control produced the equal 
amount of delay, where as the fine control was capable of producing a 
maximum of 10% of these. The delay was zero when these controls were fully 
clockwise. The calibration process of these controls on 7T11 module was 
exactly the same as in the case of the M delay " control on 7S11 module.
The exact position on the pulse also depends on " Stability/Trig. Level ” 
control on 7T11 module.
6.2.2 GENERATION OF THE RINGING SIGNAL
(19)It has been pointed out by Bogan and Frey and East et
(21) . al. that low frequency VHF oscillations can trigger the Trapatt osci­
llations . In the fourth chapter various oscillographs were given to find 
out the origin and the circuit dependence of these oscillations. In this 
section two more oscillographs are given in Fig. 6.4(b) to confirm the 
previous results.
The top trace in the Fig. 6.4(h) corresponds to the case 
when the bias circuit at the end of the current and voltage monitoring point 
was terminated into a 50 ohm ( the circuit including the bias T was disconn­
ected ). . In these traces the damped sinusoidal signals were absent because 
of the matched termination and the absence of reflections. In the bottom 
trace the 50 ohm termination was removed and the end of the cable was left 
open. In these traces VHF oscillations like a damped sinusoid can he seen 
to.be present. Thus it is concluded that the VHF oscillations are setup in 
the system because of the mismatch at the end of the cable and the available 
inductance and capacitance in the bias T and the rest of the circuit do not 
make any significant contribution.
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THE BIAS PULSES WHEN THE CIRCUIT WAS TERMINATED IN 50 OHM
THE BIAS PULSES WHEN THE CIRCUIT WAS TERMINATED IN AN OPEN CIRCUIT 
Fig. 6.4(b) : WAVEFORMS SHOWING GENERATION OF THE RINGING SIGNAL
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There is enough evidence that at relatively lower drive, the 
VHF oscillations grow in amplitude to. the extent where the Trapatt oscill­
ations could he triggered, however no conclusive evidence could be found to 
support this point of view when looking at the starting mechanism in detail. 
Therefore it is our belief that the presence of these low frequency oscill­
ations is not a precondition to observe the Trapatt oscillations and in a 
suitable circuit these oscillations start at the fundamental frequency 
decided by the position of the first slug and the rest of the tuning 
elements,
6.3 THE PROCEDURE
Here in this section our main aim is to establish the starting
mechanism and the time it takes to start i.e.the turn on time. Attempts
will also be made to investigate into the possibilities of reducing the
turn on time thus improving the performance of the oscillator circuit. On
the basis of the detailed results obtained,during this investigation by
virtue of .our careful selection, it will be shown that a Trapatt device is
capable of operating and adjusting over a wide range of operating points.
In the past various workers have reported that the design of both,the device
and the circuit is very critical and very careful balancing into various
aspects of the oscillator performance, is required for proper operation of
(a)the Trapatt oscillator. Trew has argued that the microwave circuit 
plays the most vital role, here in this thesis we report that the device 
is equally capable of performing a similar function.
In all the measurements, the pulse voltage, duration and the 
repetition rate were maintained at, fine control fully clockwise on 50v 
range, 350 ns and 2 KHz. respectively. The d.c<pedestal was slowly raised 
till some oscillations were seen on the sampling scope and the bias voltage
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dropped back to a lower value with the corresponding increase in the bias 
current, characterising the onset of the Trapatt oscillations. At this 
setting the r.f,power was also seen to be appearing in the peak power meter. 
Various tuning slugs were slowly and carefully adjusted for the most clean 
waveform and the maximum output. Having achieved the optimum slug positions 
for the best possible oscillator performance at the chosen bias conditions,
these positions of the slugs were kept fixed. The d.c. bias pulses, r.f.
J
power output and various traces of ths dynamic current and voltage derivative 
were taken. These measurements were repeated for various bias,conditions 
for proper understanding of the oscillator performance.
In the following sections detailed results will be reported 
for one bias setting which will explain the general philosophy of our „ 
measurements and rest of the results for other settings will he presented 
in the form of tables and graphs.
6.4 THE RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT
In Fig. 6 .5 two oscillographs have been given for the bias 
voltage and the bias current and the bias current and the rectified r.f. 
output. Various details of these oscillographs are given in Fig. 6.5* The 
details of the oscillator performance are given below
Maximum d.c.voltage across the device, V^ = 106v
Bias voltage , V = 62v b
Dropback voltage, V^- = 44v
Bias current , 1^ = 2.55 Amp.
Pulse width = 350 ns 
Pulse repetition rate = 2 KHz.
Frequency =2.16 GHz.
Output power = 32 Watts
Bias Current
Bias Voltage
Rectified r.f.
Bias Current
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Apparent turn on time = 25 ns
The top trace in Fig. 6 .6 is the dynamic current through the 
device and the bottom trace is the dV/dt at the device plane. Both these 
traces indicate the presence of upto 4th harmonics and were inverted at the 
sampling scope as displayed by the arrows on these traces.
6.4.1 THE RESULTS RELATING TO THE STARTING CHARACTERISTICS
The results will he analysed for the oscillator settings 
described in 6.4 above. First of all we begin from the bias pulses given 
in Fig. 6.5 (a). The Trapatt mode is typically characterised by the drop 
in voltage across the device with the corresponding increase in current.
This point can be seen to exist at about 25 ns from the front of the pulse, 
where the rate of change of current has significantly increased and more so
some sort of fuzz can also he seen, suggesting the beginning of the oscill­
ations including the front end jitter. The current corresponding to this 
time is approximately 1.2 amp. The bias current appears to be 2-55 amp. 
when full amplitude high efficiency oscillations are properly setup.
To observe the front of the pulse signals were delayed by
157 ns. The " delay " and ” time position " controls were used to move the 
pulse by a known amount to observe the details of the waveforms at a known 
position in time with respect to the start of the pulse. Though the signals 
were very much attenuated at the frequencies of interest ( 1 0 , 21 and 33 
times at 2, 4 and 6 GHz, ) the residual amplitudes were enough to detect 
their relative presence against the background noise and fluctuations. In 
all the measurements the pen recorder sensitivity was kept at 100 mV/cm, 
where as the scope sensitivities were chosen to suit the measurements.
Efficiency = 20.6%
Because of the fixed amplitude ( vertical ) available at the output terminals
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dV/dt Waveform
Fig. 6.6 : DYNAMIC CURRENT AND VOLTAGE WAVEFORMS
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of the scope and the chosen sensitivity of the pen recorder, the trace scale 
turns out to he 1 cm on the scope equal to 2cm on the graph paper.
The Fig. 6.7 to 6 .l6 can be grouped into three main sections, 
Fig. 6.7 to 6.13 are the traces of current and dV/dt without any filter,
Fig. 6.14 and 6.15 are the traces of current and dV/dt for the waveforms in 
which the fundamental component has been filtered out and the idea is to see 
the presence and growth of any high frequency signal. The traces for current 
and dV/dt given in Fig. 6.l6 are the signals without any additional delay 
other than caused by essential connecting cables between the scope and the 
location of the current and voltage probes. These traces correspond to that 
portion of the pulse where high power-high efficiency Trapatt oscillations 
are present.
To start the analysis of the results reported in Fig. 6.7 to 
6 .l6 , refer to Fig. 6.7 which shows the start of the pulse and displays
first 40 ns of the pulse containing the waveforms. The trace for the
current suggests that some sort oscillations are beginning to setup at 20 ns 
which do not grow much till 21.25 ns. In other words the current can be 
seen to be growing fast beyond 2 1.2 5 ns, however these initial observations 
will be carefully investigated in detail. Exactly similar behaviour can be 
seen on dV/dt trace at 21.75 ns.
Thus it appears that the oscillations start at about 20 ns 
and begin to grow after a couple of nanoseconds, therefore the pulse upto 
and around 20 ns will be investigated in great details.
Traces in Fig. 6.8 to 6.10 are the current and dV/dt for the
first 20 ns of the pulse in which both the scales havp.been expanded and
enlarged 5 times except the current between 10 and 20 ns period which has 
been enlarged only two times so as to accomodate the entire pulse during 
this time interval. Each centimeter on the time scale on these traces
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represent 500 ps. There are no signs of any coherent oscillations in traces 
on Fig. 6 .8 and 6.9, however, perhaps there may be some oscillations deve­
loping at 18 ns as indicated by the arrow on dV/dt waveform which appears to 
contain some oscillations at about two times the fundamental frequency. 
Similar information can not he obtained from the current waveforms probably 
because of the system noise and the chosen amplitude scale.
Fig. 6.11 corresponds to the pulses between 15 and 25 ns.
The first thing which is indicated by the current trace is that the oscill­
ations start at 18.9 ns and begin to grow at 21 ns. Initially the waveforms 
appear to be rich in harmonics upto about 24 ns and afterwards these compo­
nents appear to be obscured by the fundamental, this point can be looked 
upon as the time when a possible mode conversion takes place. Prior to this 
mode conversion successive change in the phase of the waveform can also be 
seen.
As regards to the triggering of the Trapatt oscillations, it 
would seem that the oscillations from the beginning itself are at the final 
Trapatt frequency but the efficiency of these oscillations appears to be 
significantly lower than the final value as manifested by their relative 
r.f. amplitudes. This is not really very surprising as it has already been 
established that our experimental devices have adequate negative resistance 
to produce a signal gain of atleast 2 dB at 2 GHz when the input signal level 
was very small.
Fig. 6.12 and 6.13 are the traces of current and dV/dt 
between 20.5 to 30.5 ns and indicate the general nature of the growing 
waveforms and their relationship with each other. These traces also indicate 
the time when the possible mode conversion takes place and can be seen to be 
approximately 24 ns. It can be seen on the current trace of Fig. 6.12 that 
the amplitude of oscillations increases rapidly after 24.35 ns.
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Fig. 6 . 1 k  and 6.15 are the traces of current and dV/dt during 
10 to 30.5 ns, in these traces the fundamental component of the Trapatt 
oscillations has been filtered out to see the nature of high frequency 
oscillations. These traces also suggest that the oscillations start at about
18.9 ns.
The results of the experiment described so far clearly 
suggest that for the bias conditions under discussion the oscillations start 
at 18.9 ns at the fundamental Trapatt frequency. Various components present 
in the direct signal shown in Fig. 6 .l6 can he seen to be present in the 
signals delayed by 157 ns ( refer to Fig. 6.11 between 22 to 24 ns ), though 
their relative amplitudes are greatly reduced. This suggests that if high 
frequency signals were growing prior to the onset of the Trapatt oscillations 
we should have "been able to see them. In the following section we will make 
use of the results presented in Fig. 6.12 and 6.15 to calculate the growth 
rates of various signals to establish their relative growths in the beginning 
of the oscillations.
6.4.2 DETERMINATION OF THE GROWTH RATES
The growth : r ates are calculated by estimating the peak to
peak variations of various signals. A growing wave at an angular frequency
to can he represented by an expression of the form given by equation (6 .1 ):-
V ( t ) = V e at ej(art) (6.1)
where V = Constant amplitude
0 = The growth rate
ai = The angular frequency of the wave
The slope obtained from the lograthimic plot of equation 
(6.1) will give the growth rate. Fig. 6.12 and 6.15 have been used ( between
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Fig 6.7 : DYNAMIC WAVEFORMS FROM THE BEGINNING OF THE PULSE.
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the time intervals 2 2 .6 to .25.35 ns and 2 1 .7 to 24.05 ns ) to estimate the 
growth rates at the fundamental and other higher frequencies. A plot between 
In ( peak to peak amplitude ) versus time for the above case is given in
Fig. 6.17. The growth rates for the fundamental and higher frequency compo-
3 1 3 "|nents have been estimated to be 7*45 10 sec and 5*27 10 sec . These
two growth rates clearly demonstrate that for the bias conditions listed in 
this section the fundamental component grows atleast 1.4 times faster.than 
the higher frequency components at the beginning of the oscillations and thus 
it is concluded that these oscillations start and grow at the final funda­
mental frequency of the Trapatt oscillator.
6.5 RESULTS OF THE EXPERIMENT FOR OTHER BIAS SETTINGS
In this section the results of the experiment similar to one
v.
described above for three more bias settings are given in the table 6 .1 . 
Various notations and symbols used in the table have already been described 
in the text and given in Fig. 6 .5 (a). The results relevant to the starting 
mechanism are t ( the time when the oscillations start ) and the growth 
rates.
Table 6 .1
/
V0 V1 f P . out Eff. ton Growth Rates
Volts Volts Volts Amps GHz Watts % ns 10® °1 108 °2
80 104 60 2.30 2.09 28.5 20.8 22.75 5.T 5.04
TO 102 58 2 .2 2 .10 26.0 18 .8 25.0 5.1 4.15
65 100 56 2.13 23.0 2 1 .6 44.9 3.6 1.4
ai and cj2 are the growth rates for the fundamental and harmonics
ln(
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of Periods
Fig. 6.17 GRAPH FOR THE GROWTH RATES WHEN Vq WAS 90 VOLTS
On the basis of the results reported here it can be concluded 
that the oscillator turn on time is a decreasing function of the d.c. drive 
and the oscillations start from the beginning at the final fundamental 
frequency of the oscillator.
6 .6  CRITICAL CURRENT DENSITY VERSUS START OF OSCILLATIONS
While investigating into the starting characteristics of the
Trapatt oscillations some very useful results have been obtained as regards
to the current required to initiate the oscillations. It has been suggested
that for satisfactory operation of the- oscillator circuit the initiating
current also known as M critical current n should be in excess of eNv ands
should be at least 1.5 (eNv ) . F0r our devices this current should bes
atleast 1.1 amps. It has been found for four different bias settings that 
these currents estimated from the dynamic waveforms are 0.6 , 0 .7 s 0.8 and
1.0 amps. Thus we find that the oscillations can start even when the current 
is only 0.54 times the minimum value suggested earlier. Efforts were made 
to understand this feature of the oscillator circuit and the only suggestion 
which appears to be available in the literature is alsd based on the experi­
mental evidence of Goronkin and Wanuga . They report that low effici­
ency oscillations start at smaller currents than the high efficiency oscill­
ations. There are strong indications to suggest that our oscillator circuit 
is also behaving in a similar manner since the r.f amplitudes in the beginn­
ing are significantly smaller than the final amplitudes.
A possible explanation to this phenomenon has been given
/ nrO \
by Yu and Tantraporn 3 who have reported the presence of similar osci­
llations at 0.3(eNv ). They associate it with the internal dynamics of the
S , h
device and suggest that with the specially tailored doping profiles ( which 
they do not disclose ) internal quenching " can be designed, during this 
process at such low currents the drives are small and the field does not
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collapse to almost zero and for most part the carriers drift at their satu­
rated value (v ).s .
Thus it is concluded from the above discussions that it is 
not necessary that the current through the device should he in excess of 
eNvg to initiate the Trapatt oscillations.
6.7 SUMMARY
In the end we conclude this chapter by giving below a summary 
of our results and conclusions :-
1. The oscillations start at the fundamental frequency of the
oscillator.
2. The time to start the oscillations is a decreasing 
function of the d.c. drive.
3. The initial current to start the oscillations can be 
significantly smaller than the 1 critical current 11.
4. The oscillations begin to grow very rapidly within a 
couple of nanoseconds from the start of the oscillations.
5. Small and large signal oscillations appear to be separated 
by some sort of mode transformation characterised by the gradual change in 
their waveshapes.
6. Initial oscillations are richer in harmonics than the 
final oscillations.
7. Though the presence of VHF oscillations may he helpful in 
triggering the Trapatt oscillations, no conclusive evidence could be found 
to suggest that their presence is a precondition for the ultimate appearance 
of the Trapatt oscillations.
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
The main purpose of this chapter is to report some useful and 
interesting results which have been obtained while investigating into the 
starting characteristics of the Trapatt oscillations. The results presented 
here will clearly demonstrate that in due course of time it should be possible 
to design and realise a Trapatt oscillator which will be capable of operating 
over a wide range of operating points and still be able to produce stable 
steady state oscillations dueK>the availabilty of more flexible devices.
7.i TRAPATT A MORE FLEXIBLE DEVICE
It has already been reported earlier that the slug positions 
were initially adjusted for the best possible operation and thereafter their 
positions were not altered while the bias conditions were varied over a wide 
range as given in table 6 .1 . The consequence of this arrangement can be best 
understood by measuring the impedance of the coaxial circuit at the device 
plane, which obviously will be the same > a fixed frequency, since the 
slug positions and their impedances are kept fixed.
Analytically the circuit impedance at the diode plane can he 
calculated in terms of the characteristic impedances of various sections 
of the line and their separations. Gupta has given a detailed treatment
of the general approach and the procedure. Thus if the separations of the
various sections of the line and their characteristic impedances are not 
changed, then the circuit impedance will also remain the same at a particular 
frequency.
It has been reported that under different bias conditions the 
frequency does change but only slightly. This change will result in different 
values of the circuit impedance,when either measured or calculated at the 
diode plane,even when the mechanical configurations of the circuit are not 
altered. It has been shown that the device in the circuit considered is 
capable of properly oscillating over a wide range of the operating points
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and it can do so only if ^diode ^circuitj* ^  kas aTrea(ty ^een shown
in the fourth chapter that this condition must always be satisfied in an 
oscillator circuit ( refer to the equation 4.1 ). Thus the device is able 
to adjust to the circuit changes brought about by the following changes in 
the bias conditions :~
1. The operating bias voltage changes by 11%.
2. The operating bias current changes by 34%.
3. The input d.c. power changes by 48.6%.
While maintaining stable steady state oscillations for the 
wide range of variations mentioned above, the only changes observed in the 
oscillator performance were as below :~
1. The frequency changes by 3-3%.
2. The oscillator efficiency changes by 15%.
3. The output power changes by 39%*
As a consequence of the changes mentioned above ( in the 
operating conditions ), the general behaviour of the oscillator, as regards 
to its starting characteristics was concerned, remained the same. The only 
change observed was in t which decreased by a factor of 2 .3 7 for 1 1% 
increase in the bias voltage.
the device is capable of performing satisfactorily over a range of operating
points and the idea that the device merely behaves like a fast switch shunted
(9l)by a variable non-linear capacitance does not appear to be the most 
suitable definition of such a flexible device. As an extension of our 
conclusion regarding the flexibility of the device, we can probably state 
that in future it should be possible to realise an oscillator circuit in 
which the device replacement should be possible, still maintaining the 
oscillator performance within the specified limits.
In the end we conclude that a suitably designed and fabri­
cated device can he very flexible in its performance.
7.2 SUGGESTIONS FOR FURTHER WORK
Experimentally we have shown the presence of VHF oscillations 
and established their origin. A possible suggestion as to how adequate 
negative resistance could be available at these frequencies has also been 
given. It has also been show that the device does have small signal negative 
resistance at 2 (Hz and a signal gain of atleast 2 dB has been obtained. 
Theoretical work needs to he done , to establish the operating mechanism by 
which these devices produce the negative resistance at VHF and the microwaves, 
so that we can understand the wideband negative resistance characteristics 
of these devices. The results of such an exercise will provide more 
confidence to our experimental results reported in this thesis regarding the 
starting characteristics of the Trapatt oscillators.
Finally on the basis of the results presented in this chapter 
regarding the performance of the device, more work needs to be done to provide
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The conclusion we arrive at from the above results is that
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enough confidence to circuit designers and system manufacturers so that the 
Trapatt oscillators could find a suitable place among other microwave 
generators.
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APPENDIX "  A "
CALCULATION OF THE FIELD DISTRIBUTION
Referring to Fig 2.11 and making use of the Poisson's 
equations in one dimension, the field distribution in the P and N regions 
were calculated as given below.
For the P region
dE I 
dx P ee NA(x) (1)
x
/ dE = -
-x
E (x)- E(-x )•L ir
at x = -x
ee
N e o
ee
/ Nq (e“m,x - 1 ) dx 
-xP
mi x
- 1 / m i x - e -(x+x )P
E(-Xp) = 0
(2)
( 3 )
N e mi x o p -mi x
E (x) = --------{    - x - —---- - x }P mi p
e e m
(4)
at x= 0 Fp(°) E^ (The maximum field at the junction)
Em
N e o
ee
mix
-mi x
mi
- x -P -  x }  ( 5 )mi
For the N region
In this case x is greater than d and the Poisson's equation 
can be written as equation (6 ).
dE
dx N ee N D (x ) (6)
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at x
x
/ dE 
0 ee
/ ND(x) dx (7)•° 0 .
09 the field in the two regions will be continuous and therefore,
y ° ) V ° >  = Em
E„(x) - E(0)
N e x o x
se f (1 - e“m,X) dx + / (em^ x~d  ^—1)dxo 0
y x ) E + m
N e o
ee
-mi.x
d
~m2d x
(x + J T  ’ + —  (e"2X)X "(x> o m* a a
■ ~
N e o
ee
nq.x
HL-j —  X ------P m, - { x + i (e~m,x - 1) +m
( em2(x-a) _ x ) _ {x_d)} (8)
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0022 
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01024 
002P
y029 0020 
00401 
010141 
0042 
01044 
0046 
U0150i 
00601 
0101701 
01072 
01018 01
0 0* 9 0i 
01100 
0110
011201011301
0140 
011 2 0* 
0160
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0119 01 
0190 
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0212 
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0240 
0250 
012 6 0i 
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0200 
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APPENDIX " B "
REM CALCULATION OF C-V FOR RN EXPONENT IALLV GRADED JUNCT 
DIM F L 20.. 1 ]
DIN GC20.- 13 
DIN 1 L35.. 2J
PRINT "INPUT Nl.. M2.. NO.. D"
INPUT Nl.- M2.. N0.. D 
LET M1=M1 * 1010 O 0 6 *0 
LET N 2 ~ N 2 i 0i 0101010* 0»
LET N0=N01 * 1 £+21 
LET D=E>*. 0101001011
LET 01=011. 8:+: 3 :|: 10i t -17 X < 3 6 * a:+: A T N < 1 > >
LET 0:2=c N 0* 1. 6:+: 3 6:+: 4 * A T N < i;»:+: 1 y t -18 >. i i. y 
D £ c F N A 0 U > ~ E X P 0 U > - U - K 
D E F F N D < 1J .> =- E X P < U > - i 
PRINT
PRINT 1 D2"> "W". 1 r11. "\ fH , "fch-*-1 f_<=; »i 
DIN P'-T17013
LET PT -1 ft#. ##. ### *1.#.  4##. ntH-'
LET U3=N1,+:D 
LET Z3=M2:+:D
FOR L=l. 2 TO 1. 5 STEP . 85 
LET 02=L1". 0O0001 
LET U2=NL:+:D2 
LET 22=M24:02 
Ip D2-CD THEN GOTO 8130 
LET R±=M±*0EXP0Z 2 - Z 3 —1 >XM2-<U2-U3>
GmTn 0i<10 
LET Ri-0
LET K=EXP —U2 i +U2+R1
REN TRY AN INITIAL VALUE FOR UI
LET U1=U2
LET U1 -- U 1 —F N A 0 U1 '? X F N D 0 U1
IF A fc‘ S- 0c N A 0 U1 ;• >> 010i 1 THE N G 0 T 0 01701
L E 4 01=U1 /' M1
lET w -Oi i-D2
LET C = 0101+12:+: C1 > / N
LET PEL.- 13=i./CT2
LET E 0=- C 2:+: 0 E X F' < U1 - 1  - U1 > X M i
IF D2-CD THEN GOTO 01260i
GOTO 0270 
LET P2---0
L E T 91 = 0 U i+U 2 :> y- f v p (y 1
L E ~ E‘ 2 -- E X p <■ — ij 2 — E1 • ’P 0 U1. > - 5:+: f U1+U 2 '* 4 2
LET V=C2:+: 0 91 + 92 > XN1T 2
LET GCL.< 13=V
LET D 2=D 2:+; 101010101 £i 01
L E T 1>J=N 1010 0-< IT y 01
P RIN T IJ SIN G P f .• D 2.. W.- C V  .• E0*:±01 - 5
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y > 0 5 GO SUE lM R M
0310 NEXT L
0 3 2 0 HH T PRINT F
0330 HRT PEINT Q
.1000 REM ELECTRIC PIELO 01 SIR
1001 PRINT
1002 PRINT "M”, nE k.v/ch ”
1003 LET T=0
1004 LET 0=-EXp<-M-1 )+Ul1005 LET Dl=N-D2~"
1 010 F U R X ~ L* 2 T 0 01 STEP 1
1015 LET T=T+1
10 20 LET U=M1+X+ 000001
i 025Til +i7<1040
LET Z'-HI'+X-t
IP 0403 ffll
h Oh Hmj
ff §@T8 iSfl
1050 LET R 3 = E X P( Z-Z3 j  — 1— 2-
10 0 0 GOTO lLiyo
1070 LET E3=0
1000 LET E-C2:+'<:; (tO+U+EXPC-U10 y 5 GOTO H O G
1090 LET E - C 2 •+ ( Q+E X P ( — U )+IJ ) ,
1100 LET I CT,23 =E:+:. 000101
1110 LET I CT.- 13 =V
1120 NEXT X
1130 HRT PRINT I
1150 r e t u r n
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APPENDIX " C 11
DATA-4
♦ 7 00 0 D } 1 <4 , 2 7 0 0 D f 21 . 5 0 0 0 7 19 , 8 0 0 0 IH- 0 7 , ;L 0 5 0 0 ■! ■0 3 , :l. 6 0 0 '0 - |. 8
♦ :l. 0 6 0 n ••■ :l. :l. , 5 0 0 0 D 7 0 3 , :l 6 0 0 0 0 A , :l. 3 3 0 D - 0 2 , ;l. 5 0 7 D 7 0 3 <• J. 9 0 4) i - .1.0
, o o o o o o o o o o n o s , i  o 5 2 4 0 0 0 0 0 d - 0 2 ,3 00 0 0 • 0 *. > 0 0 o - • o r«
♦ A 00 13
* 5 01)+3
, ion 7 4
* 25074
* 5OH+ 4 
,73074
♦ 1 on73 
, :l. 2073
♦ 14073 
, 16073 
,18073 
- 20073 
, 230 {-3
DOUBLE l-'R EH IS .T ON XP v XN <•■ T ( 70 ) I.J # Z PA »AR2
0 0 U B I.. E I"* R E CIS :i: 0 N A y A :L v A B y A B1 f  A B 2 y A B 3 y AE y A F y A R1 y B :L * B A y B B 
D 0 U B!.. Ii- I"' R E c :i: s :i: 0 N B T y F1 y J N 1 y N y P y P B y 0 N1 y 0 P ;|. . U S U M 
0 0 U B I.. E P R E C :i: S I 0 N K < 10 ) y S < 10 > y R < 7 0 ) y X < 7 0 > . J N < 2 0 0 ) > ..I I-■ < 2 0 0 )
D 0 U B I.. E P R E CIS10 N E ( 2 0 0) y 0 P ( 2  0 0 ) y U N (2 0 0 j y r- \ I.. < 2 0 0 5 >• 1:1' ( 2 0 0 ) y N A 
D 0 U B I.. E P R E C1810 N S13 A E F y N D < 2 0 0 )
C A L L S E C H 7 7 (3. y Y D A T A 4 v 3 y 3. y 1 j” Y P E IC 0 D E •*
R E A D < 3 y 7) 0 N 0 y C N 3. v C N 2 y A 0 y B 0 y Q 
R E A D < 3 y 7 ) E P y C M I"1 y C H N y Y 0 y E C y J  N S 
7 l:'ORM A T ( 6 ( 010 , 4 ) )
READ < 3 y 9) DY v X 3. DX 
9 F ORMAT (.3 ( 021,10) )
W R17  E (3. y 3.2 ) C N 0 y C N 3. y C N 2 y A 0 y B 0 y Q
3.2 F' 0 R M AI ( / 6 < 2 X D 3.0 , 4 ) )
WRITE < 1 y 13) D Y !■ X3. y DX 
:!. 3 F 0 R M A T < / 3 < 3 X y 0 2 3. , 3.0 ) >
14 READ<3y19) JT 
19 FORMAT<06,2)
WRIT EC 1 .i*21) JT 
21 F 0 R H A T < 3. N 3. y 3.0 X y D 8 , 2 >
IF(JT ,EQ,0,) GO TO 120 
XN:;0 ,
XP---0.
DO 13.7 1 = 1 y 70 
IF (I,EQ,3> GO TO 27
j o j t #i ,
:r f c c r c :i: •■■ i >, g t , o , >, or , c r c i ■ i), i.. r, o , >) go to 20.1.
XP“X< 1 - 1 )
IF c X N , N E , 0 , ) G 0 T 0 2 0 2 
XCI )“X( I -1 )--DX 
GO TO 30
201 XN:;:X (1-1)
IFC XP,NE,0,) GO TO 202 
XCI) :-X (I --1) 1 DX 
GO TO 30
202 XCI) ”C XP7XN)/2,
GO TO 30
27 X(I ) •••)< I.
30 ,wr:i:tecu3:i.) x c n
3 :l. I" 0 R M A T ( / / 5 X * 7 H X (I ) = y » :i. 7 ♦ j. 0 )
DO v2()0
IF(J*GT*1> GO TO 38 
' Y::;X (:i:) • '
3 9 F 0 R M A T ( /* 2 X y 4 H Y « , )j ;|. 7 * ;|. <))
• E ( J ) ""- EC 
JN (J ) JNS 
GO TO 82 
38 Y«Y+HY
DO 76 L-l *4 
IF (I.. * EQ <• 1) . 00 TO 72 
IF(L.EQ*4) 00 TO 66 
A«E( J-lM-KCL--1) /2 +
JN1 -JN ( J-1 >+S(L-l)/2*
A :l.-A0 Y ( Y-DY/2 , ) 1 < Y DY/2 , )
Bl “BO# < YO-Y fDY/2 <■ )
46, F l::CNOi CN2Y 01 , -S15AEF < Bl y IF AIL) ) •■■ C N1Y < DEXP t -Al) )
IF ( AT 3 3E3 ) 48 y 48 y 63 
48 AD ••"■.DABS ( A )
A B 1 ■= 0 , 4 4 4 3Y D I.. 0 G ( A B )
A B 2 - 0 ,15 2 51 D L 0 G ( A B )
UP 1 ~ 4 , 68E4YDEXP ( AB 1 )
U NI«1 , 4 5 E 6 >!< D E X I "1 (A B 2 >
5 3 A B 3 = < U P1 T U NI) / C U P1 Y U N1)
■PA--1,73E6/(3YAD>
P B • ■ 3 <. 2 6 E 6 / < 3 Y A B )
AF-3 , 8E6 YD EXP ( PA ) YD EXP < PA ) YDEXP ( PA}
BT:;:2 , 23E7YDEXP (PB > YDEXP ( PB ) YDEXP C PB )
K <L > :: DYYQY < F1 T,.! NI Y A B 3 / Q T J ! / ( QYUP1 ) ) ,■ EP
8 (I...) :•-< ( ( AF- BT > Y JN 1 - BTY JT ) YD Y 
GO TO 76 
63 UP1 -CMPYAB 
UNI-OMNYAB 
GO TO 33 
66 A-E<J~1 )+K(L- :i. )
JN 1 JN ( J -1) I S < L -1 j 
Al-AOYYYY 
B1 B 0 Y ( Y 0 Y)
GO TO 46
72 K ( L ) •••DYY ( 0Y < ND ( J- !. ■ -NA < .J-1) ) TJN (J- 1 ) Y ( UN C. 1 .1. > TUP ( J-1) ) /
$ ( up (j ■ .1. > yun i j - 1 ) > +JX/UP: j •> > yep
S (!...) ~ D Y Y ( J N < J ••) Y ( A I.. ( J - 1} - B I:.! < J • ■ ;l. > ‘ (. E J I: j T ;
76 CONTINUE
E < J ) -E < J ■ 1 ) T ( K (1 ) 12 , YK ( 2 > 12, YK < 3 ) ■•! E 4 > ; /6 ,
jn (j ;• - jn ( j - :L: :• c s c i >; 2 , ys 2 > •{ .2, ys (r; :•; •; •; > :<.,, ,
:l. 0 1 F 0 P M A T (/ 2 X y 7 H E < J ) = y D17 , .1.0 y 3 X y 81-1 J i ( J ) - , D 1..', 1. • >;
. IF < E C J ) * G T , 0 * ) G 0 T 0 12 3 
82 AR1-AOYYYY 
AR2-B0Y(YO-Y I 
N A ( J ) = C N I. Y (D E X P ( • ■ A P 1 ) >
ND < J ) - CN0YCN2Y (1 , -81 GAEL ( AR2 y IFAIL ) >
B A 1 ♦75E6/C3* YE( J) ) .
BB-3♦ 26E6/(3 * YEC J ))
A I.. < J ) = 3 * 8 E 6 Y D E X P  ( B A ) Y D E X P C B A ) Y D E X P B A. >
BE(J )=2 * 25E7YDEXP(BB>YDEXP(B B )YDEXP(BB >
IF ( E < J > 13 * 3 E 3 > 9 5 y 9 3 y 101 
93 AE--ECJ)
P - 0 » 4 4 4 3 Y D I.. 0 G C A E )
N-0 * 1323YDLOG(AE)
l6l
162
VP < .J ) •: v 60E4:fcDEXP (P )
VN( J)=l *45E65{;DEXP(N)
GO TO 106 
101 VP (J ) =•■••CHP#E ( J )
VN ( J > ~~CMN*E <J )
10‘6 IF(J*EQ*1) GO TO 115 - *
V8UMVS'UriDVJK i E ( J ) v E CJ- 1) >/?.,
:!. 0 8 F 0 R M A T ( / 2 X y A H V • = y D17 .10 )
IF(J*EQ*200) GO TO 123
:i: F ( E < ..J) E 0 * L T , 0 ♦ ) G 0 T 0 1 ;L A
123 U:: JN ( J )
Z::DAB8 ( U f J T )
WRITEC1v127) UfVSUM 
12 ? F 0 R H A T < / 2 X y 4 H IJ - y D17 ♦ :L 0 * 3 X y 4 H V «y D17 ,10 )
I F ( ( U , L T ♦ 0 . ) , A N D , < Z , i.. T * J G ) ) G 0 T 0 12 4
TFn: ...EQ* 700 GO TO 124 
GO TO 121
124 WRI TE (1 y 125 ) < E C M ) y 1 y J )•
12 5 F 0 R M A T ( / A < 2 X y D17 * ;i. 0 ) )
GO TO 126
115 VSUM-O*
116 CONTINUE
121 R(I)-'l)
T(I)«R(I)+JT
WRI TEX 1y122) R<I) Of (I>
122 FORMAT < / 2X y 711 R (I) = y Dl 7 * 1 Co-5X 07H T (I) - y D17 * .1.0 )
117 CONTINUE
123 GO TO 14
12 0 C A I.. I.. 3 R C1-! $ $ < 4 y •' D A T A 4 •' y 5 y 1 y IT Y P E y I CO I!-. :
CALL EXIT 
END
